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P R O V I D E D  B Y  T H E  I D A  I N S T I T U T E 

C hildhood is a rocketship of discovery. From the 
first months, as their new world comes into focus, 
children are developing socially, emotionally, 

mentally, and physically. They grow, they acquire 
language, reason, knowledge, and skills. They build 
relationships with family, friends, and teachers. In what 
seems like the blink-of-an-eye, they get part-time jobs 
and girlfriends or boyfriends. It’s an exhilarating time, 
but also one marked by struggles and challenges. 
 Children with hearing loss have additional obsta-
cles as they navigate growing up. They contend with 
things like: missing out on conversations, feeling differ-
ent than their friends, and becoming tired through the 
effort of listening. Children with hearing loss and their 
parents might have questions and concerns as the chil-
dren explore their world. 
 The Ida Institute’s Growing Up with Hearing  
Loss resource can help by offering guidance and easy-
to-follow strategies for developing independence, good 
decision-making, self-awareness, and the ability to 
self-advocate. 
 The resource covers the significant times of change 
between ages 0-18+. The chapters for ages 0-3, 3-6, and 
6-9 are designed for parents to use with their child, while 
chapters 9-12, 12-18, and 18+ are created for the child 

or young adult with hearing loss. Each chapter begins 
with a video of a child with hearing loss in a real-world 
situation: day care, the playground, or work, for example, 
and is followed by observations about the location and 
important skills the child will need to thrive in the envi-
ronment. The chapter is then divided into three sections:

• Be Inspired by Others offers informative and inspira-
tional videos featuring kids with hearing loss and  
their parents.

• Am I Ready? provides questions to help you think 
about the communication needs of you or your child.

• Develop New Skills includes practical suggestions 
to help children with hearing loss expand on existing 
abilities and develop new ones.

 While it can’t help with midnight feedings, laun-
dry, or algebra homework, Growing Up with Hearing 
Loss can help you prepare for challenges and changes in 
your child, so you can help prepare them for the beauti-
ful journey of life.
 Learn more about the important transitions in  
your child’s development with the Growing Up  
with Hearing Loss resource. idainstitute.com/tools/
growing_up_with_hearing_loss 

Growing Up with 
Hearing Loss

Growing Up with Hearing Loss—Facebook
The Ida Institute’s Growing Up with Hearing Loss resource can’t help with midnight feedings, laundry, or algebra 
homework, but it can help you prepare for challenges and changes in your child, so you can help prepare them for life.

Use the resource to:
• Learn through the experiences of others with videos of children with hearing loss and their parents
• Think strategically about the communication needs of you and your child
• Help your child develop new skills they can use to better manage hearing loss
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a note from our 
executive director 

Meet Young Man
B Y  B A R B A R A  K E L L E Y
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before COVID-19, people gathered, chatted, and discovered 
interesting things about people along the way. Here’s a story 
that took place last fall, but has been on my mind ever since.
 The good-looking young man at the pharmacy count-
er at my neighborhood CVS is probably around the age of 
22. He’s perfect for that position. He’s just friendly enough, 
without crossing the line. He keeps my prescriptions and  

personal information confidential, understands the lingo and keeps the line 
moving. He knows my full name, date of birth, where I live, insurance company, 
copays, prescriptions and probably more. 
 “Young Man” also happens to wear hearing aids. When there’s a little time, 
we chat. He might notice that I always look at him when I talk to him—clearly, 
not loudly—and that I wait until he is facing me to do that. Or he might just 
know that I am easy to talk to because our conversations over the counter flow  
so easily. 
 However, a few days after seeing him at CVS, when I stopped at a noisy, 
busy, trendy, little coffee bar that’s also in my neighborhood, I was surprised to 
see Young Man behind the counter taking orders. As I waited in line to order my 
coffee, I observed that he was obviously struggling to understand a customer. 
“You want just milk?” he asked. “No,” said the customer, “I want coffee with just 
milk.” “So, you want just milk?,” Young Man repeated. Young Man was good at 
repeating the orders to make sure he got them right and was just as pleasant as  
he is at CVS. I noticed that he was not wearing his hearing aids that day, though.
 I stepped up to the counter and said, “Hi, you work here, too?” He  
responded with a smile and said, “Hi, Ms. Kelley.” (He remembered my name!) 
“Yeah, I also work at Crunch Fitness early in the morning, and then I come  
here, and then I work most weekdays at CVS.” Then I quietly said, “You’re  
not wearing your hearing aids.”
 He quickly shook his head as if to brush me off. “No, that’s why I repeat 
everyone’s order,” he explained briskly, obviously wanting to move on. I think 
maybe I made him a little uncomfortable, but talking about hearing loss is second 
nature to me. Apparently, Young Man has figured out a strategy for managing his 
hearing loss: he simply prefers not to discuss it, and it seems he might wear his 
hearing aids only in certain situations.

Today
I haven’t been to my CVS pharmacy counter during COVID-19, but I’m  
wondering how Young Man is doing with the customers who wear face masks. 
What will happen when the coffee bar and the fitness club opens again? More  
face masks, more barriers, and maybe failures at job performance? 
 There must be hundreds more like Young Man living in my ZIP code, so 
we’ve formed HLAA Young Adults Hear (YAH), a committee of volunteers tasked 
with addressing the needs of young people who are moving along from high 

There must be 
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a note from our 
executive director 

school to college and/or the workplace. YAH’s initiatives 
include resources on transitioning into the workplace, 
educating colleges on accommodations for students with 
hearing loss, and more. All this information will be found 
on hearingloss.org>Hearing Help>Communities. 

 As for Young Man, I will let him know about 
HLAA. I might have to remove my mask or wear a clear 
one. Can you also introduce a few people to HLAA? 
They’ll be glad you did.  

Barbara Kelley is executive director of HLAA. Reach  
her at bkelley@hearingloss.org. Follow her on Twitter  
@ Bkelley_HLAA.

A nd some of you were there! The Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) is the landmark civil rights 
bill that provided equal opportunity to people  

with disabilities. It was signed into law on July 26, 1990, 
by President George H.W. Bush.
 Our Founder Rocky Stone served on the Access 
Board that wrote the regulations for people with  
hearing loss. Some of you might remember that in  
this magazine we included a chart for you to fill out  
where you needed hearing access and what you  
preferred. Rocky took all of your input and carried  
them to Access Board meetings. If it weren’t for  
HLAA, technology might not have been included  
in hearing accommodations, leaving only sign  
language as a reasonable accommodation.
 As Rocky said at the time: “The law [ADA] is  
a tool which we must be prepared to use in asserting  
our rights within its framework. Without our action,  
this landmark legislation will be of little value to  
people with hearing loss.”
 Our HLAA community fights for hearing access  
in public places—whether it’s from our national office,  
or your efforts through HLAA Chapter and State  
Organizations, or from you advocating on your own  
behalf. Whatever it is, when you get the access you  
need, post your accomplishments on Twitter and  
use #CommAccess @HLAA.  
 For more about the ADA, go to ada.gov.  

ADA Celebrates  
30 Years this July

HLAA Young Adults Hear initiatives include  
resources on transitioning into the workplace,  
educating colleges on accommodations for  
students with hearing loss, and more. 

President Bush signs the ADA into law on July 26, 1990.

  Shout it Out! #CommAccess@HLAA
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In 2014, Katherine and her mother, Megan, contacted 
HLAA to brainstorm on how Katherine could get more 
involved with the Walk4Hearing. Katherine came up 
with the campaign called, “Why I Walk,” and also the 
idea of a coloring book, which was given out at the 
kickoff as well as other Walks. Katherine was named 
the first Walk4Hearing ambassador that year, and she 
and her mother traveled to many Walks to represent 
children with hearing loss. Six years later, Hearing Life 
visited with Katherine to catch up on her life and her 
continuing advocacy efforts.

A Mother’s Perspective
How did you learn about Katherine’s hearing loss?
Katherine initially failed her newborn hearing screening 
at the age of one month. A few weeks later, she passed 
a second screening. As parents without prior experience 
with hearing loss, we were not prepared to challenge  
the audiologist. Then at the age of three, Katherine had 
severely delayed speech and pronunciation and was mis-
diagnosed with apraxia. After a year of therapy, we had 
her hearing retested. Her sedated hearing test revealed 
that she had profound, progressive sensorineural hearing 
loss in her right ear and mild hearing loss in her left ear.

What were your initial reactions to her diagnosis? 
We were thrilled to learn why Katherine had delayed 
speech and pronunciation and even more excited to  
discover that we could help her by providing prop-
er hearing aids! We explained to her siblings that her 
hearing loss was a part of her and should be accepted 
with the rest of her, just like they would accept people 
needing glasses to see clearly. The boys were patient and 
also understood that we couldn’t play loud music or yell 
because the sounds would hurt Katherine’s ears. 

What resources did you have available? 
We were fortunate to have access to many resources  
for Katherine within Fairfax County, VA. We only wish 
we had received the correct diagnosis when she was a 
baby. However, Katherine has always been very driven 
and she has learned advocacy and speech commands,  
as well as how to take proper care of her hearing aids.
 With proper access to sound, augmented by speech 
therapy, Katherine was able to focus on verbal articulation 
techniques, and she currently commands these skills. 

Do you believe that early intervention helps  
children reach their full potential?
Absolutely! However, lots of love and support from 
family and friends is as important as early intervention. 
Resources like HLAA, which we first learned about at  
a Walk4Hearing event, are also a huge help.

What was it like when Katherine was named  
the first Walk4Hearing ambassador?
Katherine was very honored and took the role seriously! 
She spent a lot of time developing the “Why I Walk” 
campaign, as well as brainstorming ideas about how she 
could best serve—all at the tender, young age of eight. 
We were (and remain) very proud of Katherine and her 
will to advocate for herself and others. 

What advice do you have for parents whose  
children have been diagnosed with hearing loss?
I would advise parents to remain positive and advocate 
for your child. Ask lots of questions and ensure that your 
child’s school is providing all of the resources that are 
available. And it’s so important to love your child uncon-
ditionally. Hearing loss is a part of them, and the sooner 
they know that you accept the loss, the sooner they will 
accept it, too. Remember, you are their role model! 

A Daughter’s Viewpoint
Katherine, can you remember your reaction  
to having your hearing aids switched on?
Yes! At the age of three, I remember the feeling of pure 
excitement! I was informed of the hearing loss and told 
that as long as I wore my hearing aids, I wouldn’t have to 
go the extra mile to understand a conversation. I picked 
out super fun, pink hearing aids! My mom and dad made 
sure that they socialized my hearing loss with my class-
mates to demystify what were in my ears and explain how 
it helped me hear. Needless to say, all of my classmates 
wanted hearing aids, too!

What have your parents taught you about  
coping with hearing loss?
My mother has taught me to advocate for myself and to 
never be afraid to raise my hand in class if I’m confused. 
My father has taught me that having hearing loss doesn’t 
make me any different from anyone else and can actual-
ly be an advantage. I’ve learned to accept the bad, rise 
above it and find the good. 

Katherine 
Pawlowski

Left: Katherine Pawlowski with her parents, Megan and Sebastian  
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What was it like to be named the first  
Walk4Hearing ambassador?
It was very exciting because I was given the chance to 
meet other kids who were just like me. The best thing 
was being able to start a legacy, knowing that there are 
other people who are deaf and have hearing loss, and  
that no one is alone. I traveled to Walks along the east 
coast and met kids with various stages of hearing loss. 
I was also able to host a few events and raise awareness 
about hearing loss in my community.

Tell us about your continued advocacy  
on behalf of people with hearing loss.
Earlier this year, I wrote a letter to Virginia State Senator 
Richard L. Saslaw, explaining why we should pass a law 
that can help students who are deaf or have hearing loss. 
A few weeks later, he replied to my letter, saying that he 
would support it and that he agrees with me. 

Have you been to an HLAA Convention? 
Yes, I went to an HLAA Convention a few years ago with 
one of my best friends, and we both had the opportunity 
to volunteer. We had a great time meeting people and 
exploring different types of companies, resources and 
agencies. Meeting others helped my friend gain greater 
appreciation and understanding of my hearing loss. 

How do you advocate for yourself?
I advocate at school by insisting that I have seat at the 
table when my individualized education plan (IEP) is dis-
cussed, as well as ensuring that the teachers have actually 
read the plan and are generally compliant throughout the 
school year. I ensure that I have proper classroom seat-
ing, raise my hand for clarification when needed, request 
teacher notes, and clarify homework assignments and  
due dates. When any of these items are out of alignment, 
I engage my itinerant teacher for additional support.

Tell us about a few of your favorite things.
• My favorite childhood memory is a family trip to the 

Outer Banks with my family, aunts, uncles, cousins  
and grandparents.

• The best road trip I ever took was when I went to 
Wintergreen Resort for a skiing and tubing trip with  
my family over a Christmas holiday.

• My favorite subject in school is English. Literature is 
always changing; however, the power and meaning 
behind the words remain the same. 

• I love to read! My favorite authors are J.K Rowling, 
who wrote Prisoner of Azkaban; Victoria Aveyard, 

Then and now: Katherine with her siblings,  
Alex, Nicholas and Elizabeth

Then: The Pawlowski family was 
featured on the May/June 2014  
cover of our magazine. Now: the 
Pawlowski family six years later
© Cindy Dyer

Katherine filming a promo in  
her role as ambassador for the  
Walk4Hearing on the lawn of  
the Lincoln Memorial in 2014

Katherine came up with the 
“Why I Walk” campaign as well  
as the coloring book idea.
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author of Red Queen; and Louisa May Alcott, 
who was best known for writing Little Women. 

Anything else we should know about you?
• I think my friends would say I’m crazy, funny, and

really clumsy—I’m definitely not graceful when walking.
• I wish my friends understood that sometimes I do

need help hearing, especially in group settings when
a lot of people are talking at once.

• I have a talent for singing, and I can play the ukulele.
• I love cooking, listening to music, reading, and playing

sports like soccer and basketball.

What are your plans after high school? 
I want to further my education by attending college, 
and learning either something in health sciences, social 
sciences, or something with education. 

I learned that you wrote to American Girl and 
asked if they could create a doll with hearing loss. 
When I was five years old, my mom took me to Ameri-
can Girl to buy a doll that looked “just like me.” I have 
always loved to sing and dance, so I made up a song for 
American Girl, asking them to make hearing aids for their 
baby dolls. My mother recorded a video of me singing 
and sent it to American Girl, and just this year, they came 
out with Joss Kendrick, a doll that wears a hearing aid. 
I think that Joss’ story is very inspiring! It’s great that 
American Girl has released a doll that has hearing loss, 
because there are girls out there who now have a doll 
that is “just like them.” 

What advice do you have for parents who have 
just learned that their child has hearing loss?
I recommend letting your child know that hearing loss is 
a part of them and will be accepted along with the rest of 
them. Normalize it as much as possible. Spend time with 
your child so that your child and everyone in their friends 
and family circle can all become familiar with what it 
means to have hearing loss. Help them understand how 
their hearing device works. Engage in different groups or 
foundations within the deaf and hearing loss community 
so your child doesn’t feel alone. For me, this was super 
important, and I have made a lot of great friends!

What words of wisdom do you have for other 
kids with hearing loss?
My mom always says, “Let your smile change the world, 
don’t let the world change your smile!” Keep a positive 
mindset! 

Katherine’s Letter to  
Senator Richard L. Saslaw
Dear Senator Richard L. Saslaw,

Greetings. My name is Katherine Pawlowski. I am an eighth 
grader who attends Longfellow Middle School. It has come 
to my attention that the bill, SB564 hasn’t been passed by 
the committee, so as a citizen who falls under your repre-
sentation I believe that I should be able to show you why 
this bill could make such a great impact and difference in 
our community. The bill SB564 was mainly made to help the 
deaf and hard of hearing students, along with students that 
have speech disabilities. As a student who struggles with 
both of these disabilities and has faced struggles from them, 
I urge you to help pass this bill because it will not only help 
improve the education of students with their disabilities but 
this bill will help monitor and coach the students. 
 According to Healthy Hearing, “14.9 percent of chil-
dren between the ages of 6 and 19 have hearing loss of at 
least 16 dB in one or both ears. Even hearing loss in only 
one ear has a tremendous impact on school performance; 
research shows anywhere from 25% to 35% of children 
with unilateral hearing loss are at risk of failing at least one 
grade level.” In 2017-18 there was a count of the amount of 
students that had a speech or language impairment issue 
and the percentage was nearly 20%. According to another 
source, known as the National Center for Biotechnology, 
“Despite promising developments in the education of deaf 
and hard of hearing (DHH) students, their achievement 
continues to lag behind that of their hearing peers, and 
many do not acquire the knowledge and skills to reach their 
full potential.” These are only a few of the sources that prove 
how underestimated speech and hearing disabilities are and 
why this bill needs help in order to pass the committee faster 
and become a law. 

All of these facts justify this bill and I know that the 
effect the bill can have will, and can, help prevent students 
from failing a grade level because of their disadvantages and 
or disabilities. One of the best ways to prevent something 
would be to detect it when it first arrives which is what the 
bill offers. According to the bill, “This system shall be for the 
purposes of identifying and monitoring infants with hearing 
loss to ensure that such infants receive appropriate early 
intervention through treatment, therapy, training and edu- 
cation and tracking the language development of children 
who are identified as deaf or hard of hearing.” 

I assure you and hope that you choose to help pass 
this bill and help it become a law, because it will only  
help and benefit the students who weren’t given the  
same possibility of having a great education.

Sincerely,
Katherine Pawlowski 
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Thank You to Our  
2020 National  

Walk4Hearing Sponsors!

 
 

 
  

  
 

  
 

  
 

 

  
 

  
 

 

 

  
  
 

  

CapTel is a registered trademark of Ultratec. Bluetooth® is a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

Captioned Telephone
www.CapTel.com 
1-800-233-9130

Catch Every Word 
Enjoy phone conversations confident you’ll catch 

every word! CapTel® Captioned Telephones show 

you captions of everything your caller says.

•  Includes built-in answering machine 

• Extra large display screen with variable font   
 sizes and colors

• Includes free captioning service and no monthly  
 fees or contracts required

• Different models to fit your lifestyle

The Ultimate Phone for People  
with Hearing Loss

CapTel 2400i 
includes Bluetooth® 

connectivity and 
Speaker phone

CAPITAL SPONSOR

PREMIER SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS

EDUCATIONAL PARTNER

COMMUNICATION 
ACCESS SPONSOR

IN-KIND VIRTUAL 
WALK DAY SPONSOR

2020 Fall Walk4Hearing 
Locations 
 
Register at walk4hearing.org today! 

September 19  Louisville, Kentucky

September 20  New York City

September 26  Buffalo, New York

September 26  Chicago

October 10  San Diego

October 11  Cary, North Carolina

October 11 West Windsor, New Jersey

October 17  Washington, D.C.

October 18 Philadelphia

October 25  Brighton, Massachusetts

November 7  Mesa, Arizona

TBD  Houston
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B rian wakes up for school. He brushes his teeth, 
gets dressed and pops in Apple AirPods he got 
for Christmas to start the day. He listens to his 

favorite Drake hip-hop album as he eats his daily 
Lucky Charms. A sophomore at WJ, Brian remembers 
he has a semester final in chemistry today. He didn’t 
study. He just wants to get away from the world. He 
turns the music up louder and lets himself get pulled 
into the bass and vibration in his ears. He does this 
on the bus. And at school. And when he does his 
homework. He even lets himself fall asleep in bed while 
listening. Wake up, repeat. Brian doesn’t realize he’s 
constantly putting himself in danger.
 Young people everywhere like Brian are listening  
to music for too long at too high a volume. In fact,  
experts at the World Health Organization say that  
1.1 billion teenagers and young adults are in danger of 
losing their hearing because they use “personal audio 
devices” unsafely. One in five teens today will experience 
some form of hearing loss, a rate 30% higher than it was 
20 years ago. Experts believe the recent jump in use  
of headphones by teens might be a contributor.
 Freshman Yuval Shachar listens to music with  
headphones during a lot of her day.
 “I listen to it on the bus and on the way to school 
and on the way back. A lot of the time when I’m at home, 
I’ll be listening to it and my parents get mad at me  
because I can’t hear them,” Shachar said.
 When the music is so high that you can’t hear  
others around you well, experts say you need to turn  
it down.
 The inner ear contains the cochlea, which contains 
hair cells responsible for transmitting sound you hear 
to the brain. They are vulnerable to high volume and 
long durations of sound. Furthermore, inner ear dam-
age doesn’t heal like the rest of the body, so any damage 

sustained is permanent and can build and worsen. Shachar 
was surprised about the consequences of listening too 
much and too loudly.
 “[I’m] kind of worried for myself. I’ll probably 
listen to lower music,” Shachar said.
 Experts have established the 60/60 rule, directing 
individuals to allow themselves only 60 minutes of  
music at 60% volume, as any higher and/or any longer  
is dangerous.
 Sophomore Evan Maynard estimates listening to 
music for three or four hours per day, with the volume 
near max. When he learned of the distressing consequenc-
es, he was concerned.
 “I didn’t know that. Now that I know I think I’ll 
probably reduce it because I want to be able to hear when 
I’m older,” Maynard said.
 Some students aren’t as concerned as Shachar and 
Maynard. Senior Diya Thangada doesn’t think she’ll turn 
the volume down.
 “I would listen to music as loud as I want because 
the benefits outweigh the cons,” Thangada said.
 So what can the teens of today do to avoid this  
worrying possibility in their future? Doctors recommend 
that Brian and teens like him keep the volume bar solidly 
in the center or even lower if they can.

Einav Tsach is currently a sophomore at 
Walter Johnson High School in Bethesda, MD. 
He is a staff writer for his school’s newspaper, 
The Pitch, and is passionate about politics 
and other social matters. He’s interested in 
TV journalism and the media, and anchors 
his school’s morning announcements. Originally from Israel, 
he moved to the U.S. when he was eight years old. He likes 
playing golf in his free time. He is an Israeli Scouts counselor 
and also takes part in a youth leadership program. 

Teen Music 
is Too Loud
B Y  E I N AV  T S A C H

This article is reprinted with permission  
from The Pitch (www.wjpitch.com), Walter 
Johnson High School's award-winning,  
student-run newspaper. Walter Johnson  
High School is located in Bethesda, MD,  
and is a proud member of Montgomery 
County Public Schools.
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advocacy

T he Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) will be 30 years old this year on  
July 26. Some of us remember what life was like before the ADA. No question,  
for people with disabilities, life was a daily struggle. But now, during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, we face new and different struggles. 
 One of our newest struggles is with Zoom, GoToMeetings, and other online 
conferencing platforms. These terrific platforms can bring workplace meetings, 
students and teachers, and family and friends together at a time when we cannot 
physically be in the same place at the same time. But once again, we are faced with 
access barriers to overcome: captioning on many of these platforms is not a slam 
dunk thing. And some that do provide for captions make it difficult to get the  
captions unless you pay for a premium service.

HLAA Board of Directors Adopts Position Paper  
for COVID-19 Online Access
The HLAA Board of Directors has responded to this new development with a Posi-
tion Statement regarding online captioning during this pandemic, focused on casual 
conversations with family and friends. Employers, schools, and health care providers 
who use telemedicine should all still be providing CART on request. And consumers 
with hearing loss should be requesting that. But for many seeking time with family 
and friends, the cost of captioning is beyond what we are able to personally absorb. 
During this pandemic, when there are few other options for face-to-face contact, 
these captions should be free, and available with the use of Automatic Speech  
Recognition (ASR) captioning. HLAA supports free captioning for casual conver- 
sations during this pandemic. For the paper on access via captioning for online 
video conferencing platforms, visit hearingloss.org/wp-content/uploads/Position 
Paper_Free_ASR_Personal_Use_During_COVID-19.pdf. For the section on  
position papers, visit hearingloss.org/about-hlaa/position-papers/.

Your Rights Under the ADA
We should not forget, however, that your rights under the Americans with Disabil-
ities Act (ADA) don’t disappear in a time of emergency. HLAA receives calls from 
employers or consumers who simply don’t know what kinds of accommodations in 
the workplace are best or even possible under the ADA in the best of times. Faced 
with new or old barriers, many of us simply don’t know what we need to know 
about the ADA or about the accommodations we are entitled to 30 years after the 
ADA was signed into law. Nor do we know what to do when old communication 
methods break down. When we end up in the hospital or even a store where every-
one is wearing masks, what do we do?
 That’s one reason HLAA developed our “Resources During COVID-19” 
page on our website: hearingloss.org/coronavirus-covid-19-resources. We want 
to be sure that people with hearing loss get the information they need during this 
pandemic to navigate these difficult times. 
 In collaboration with other organizations serving people who have a hearing 
loss or who are Deaf, we have posted several pages on our website to help. We  
focused on how to be prepared for your own communication access if you need to 

The ADA and COVID-19
B Y  L I S E  H A M L I N
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Your rights under 
the ADA do not 

disappear during 
an emergency. 
But the Hearing 

Loss Association of 
America advises, 
whether you are 

at work or school, 
to reach out first 

to make sure your 
access needs are 

known. 
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It’s Time to  
Get in the  

Hearing Loop

Many people aren’t yet aware of hearing loops or other technologies 
that can improve communication access and public engagement, 
or how they can enrich the lives of people with hearing loss, their 
families, friends, colleagues and even communities. The Get in the 
Hearing Loop Program is changing that—one loop, one advocate, 
one Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) request at a time. 

Get in the Hearing Loop, a communication access program of HLAA, 
is dedicated to providing and promoting community education, 
advocacy on behalf of people with hearing loss, and consultation 
services to help venues of all kinds successfully implement hearing 
loop technology.

We dream of a world where people with hearing loss can thrive each 
day with communication access, full inclusion and equal participation 
in all aspects of life, everywhere they go.

For more information about hearing loops and the Get in the Hearing 
Loop Program, visit hearingloss.org/GITHL or email GITHLinfo@
hearingloss.org.

go to the hospital during this pandemic. We have informa-
tion on accessible telehealth. We also provided informa-
tion about teleworking and access to online schoolwork. 
In addition to all that, we have included information from 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), links 
to our COVID-19 webinars and blogs, and other useful 
information for these difficult times. We even posted an 
article about how to have a mask that doesn’t interfere 
with your hearing aids or cochlear implants.

HLAA Responds to Consumers During COVID-19
Not only have we been posting information to our web-
site, HLAA is responding to direct requests for help via 
email from consumers on a range of issues. Some report 
problems with Internet Protocol Captioned Telephone 
Service (IP CTS). The FCC has relaxed requirements for 
speed of answer for IP CTS. We understand this could 
be a burden, particularly when you have an urgent call or 
need to navigate a phone menu to get to the person you 
really want to speak to. However, it should be no surprise 
that there has been an increase in the use of IP CTS 
during this pandemic. Those of us stuck at home want or 
needto use the phone to reach friends and family, to get  
information, or for work, much more than before the 

pandemic. These calls are lasting longer. At the same 
time, IP CTS call centers, like everyone else, must  
comply with social distancing rules so staff may need  
to shift to working from home. All of this takes time for 
IP CTS providers to come up to speed. We are happy 
they are still there, despite the disruptions. Still, if you 
have continued frustration, don’t hesitate to contact  
the FCC at dro@fcc.org to let them know where you  
are having problems. 
 Local news channels providing important 
COVID-19 information from the governor’s office, 
health department, or local officials, with poor or absent 
captioning have been another pain point for consumers. 
When consumers reach out to us, we work with them 
and the FCC to address those problems.
 Rest assured that while HLAA staff is hunkered  
down at home, like so many of you during this COVID-19 
pandemic, we will continue to work hard for you. We will 
continue to provide information, education, and support 
to people with hearing loss, and look forward to the time 
when we no longer will be talking about COVID-19. 

Lise Hamlin is director of public policy at HLAA. Reach 
her at lhamlin@hearingloss.org.

advocacy
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thoughts from  
our board chair

Meditation and Mindfulness for Hearing Loss
B Y  R I C H A R D  E I N H O R N 

After my sudden hearing loss in 2010, I quickly  
realized that I’d have to rely, for the rest of my life,  
on technology in order to hear and understand the  
world around me. I could see that I’d need to find a  
way to manage the significant stress and exhaustion 
that accompany straining to hear. If I didn’t, how  
could I function effectively in my work or at home?

Meditation for Stress Management

O ne of the most useful techniques that I use for 
managing stress is meditation. I try to meditate 
for at least 30 minutes each day—sometimes 

longer. Several other HLAA board members with 
hearing loss rely on meditation, too.

 Meditation has now 
become a central part of my 
life. It offers a surprisingly 
wide range of benefits,  
including an improved capac-
ity to focus and an increased 
ability to handle the inevitable 
frustrations related to hearing 
loss that seem to arise every 
hour of the day. These ben-
efits are not just personal or 
anecdotal. In their excellent 
book, Altered Traits, Daniel  
Goleman and Richard David-

son describe the state of empirical research on the effects 
of sustained meditation, from increased calm to perma-
nent changes in personality in the direction of improved 
focus, empathy and compassion.
 At its simplest, meditation trains attention and 
awareness with the goal of achieving a mentally clear, 
emotionally calm, stable state. While for many people, 
meditation is associated with spiritual traditions— 
both Western and Eastern traditions have meditation 
practices—there are also purely secular meditation tech-
niques. You can meditate simply by taking a walk or  
sitting in a chair and concentrating on a single thing, 
such as the rise and fall of your breath. Of course, you 

can also meditate on a cushion with your legs crossed; 
it is also possible to meditate in your car when stuck  
in a traffic jam.

Practicing RAIN
To learn more about how someone with hearing loss 
might use meditation, I consulted psychotherapist  
Dr. Tara Brach, a best-selling author and well-known 
meditation instructor whose podcast is downloaded more 
than 2.5 million times each month. Tara is one of the 
foremost proponents of mindfulness-based psychothera-
pies and meditation, a proud wearer of hearing aids and  
a member of HLAA. She also happens to be my cousin.
 Tara defines mindfulness as “paying attention on 
purpose and without judgment to the unfolding of our 
moment-to-moment experience.” She advises that we can 
learn to increase our mindfulness by practicing before we 
enter a stressful situation. Think of it as a mental rehears-
al. That way, when we encounter difficult people, we can 
recall our training and handle those challenging individu-
als with more understanding and skill.
 Let’s look at a typical situation that arises for people 
with hearing loss. If you’ve told your boss once, you’ve 
told her a thousand times: She needs to speak clearly 
and not cover her mouth with her hand. But here she 
goes again. Your frustration builds; it makes you want to 
scream. This is precisely the kind of situation in which 
meditation can help. Rather than simply reacting without 

RAIN Calms Stormy Emotions
Best-selling author Tara Brach, Ph.D. teaches the 
RAIN process to help manage stress from the 
challenges associated with hearing loss.

• Recognize difficult emotions when they arise.
• Allow them simply to be there by pausing.
• Investigate where they are in your body and 

what that part of you needs.
• Nurture that vulnerable place with kind 

thoughts.
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regard to the consequences, which is not a good idea, 
a meditation practice can help you respond calmly and 
rationally, which is a good idea. 
 To learn to respond rather than react when people 
forget to be considerate of our hearing needs, Tara sug-
gests that we use a mindfulness technique for untangling 
difficult emotions called RAIN which she describes in her 
new book, Radical Compassion.
 Tara has taught tens of thousands of mental health 
professionals and lay people how to use RAIN and, 
during a recent videoconference, she kindly walked  
me through the four steps in the RAIN mindfulness 
technique. 

• R is for RECOGNIZE. Simply Recognize the situ- 
ation—just become aware of the anxiety, frustration 
and anger that you’re feeling. In the encounter with 
your boss as mentioned above, it might mean saying 
silently, “I’m feeling anxious because I can’t hear, and 
I’m not going to be able to deal with the situation.”

• A is for ALLOW. Tara says, “Allow that experience 
to be there. Don’t try to fix it, change it or judge it, 
and don’t ignore it. Just pause for a moment.” In the 
encounter with your boss mentioned above, it might 
mean saying silently, “I’m feeling anxious because I 
can’t hear, and I’m not going to be able to deal with 
the situation.”

• I is for INVESTIGATE. Having paused for a moment 
to allow the experience, you are now ready to Inves-
tigate it. Investigation is primarily a somatic process; 
you start by seeing where the difficult emotion is phys-
ically located in your body. You might place your hand 
where you feel any physical intensity to help sustain 
your attention there. Then you can directly sense what 
those feelings are like. Tara explains, “So there’s this 
clutch right here in my chest, and my throat’s tight. It 
helps if I breathe with what I’m feeling. The final part 
of Investigate is to ask yourself, ‘What does this vul-
nerable place need right now?’” Tara adds. “We can’t 
respond wisely to our world if we don’t know how to 
bring some care to the place in us that’s clutched.”

• N is for NURTURE. Tara explains, “Nurture means 
bringing some kind of kindness to the part of our-
selves that feels vulnerable—perhaps mentally whis-
pering to that clutched part of yourself, ‘I care about 
this, and I’m here with you.’ You might accompany 

that message with sending some warm energy through 
your head to the place of vulnerability.” Through 
these moments of nurturing, Tara notes, “Our hearts 
soften and open. There’s more of a sense of belong-
ing, and you’re not so identified with a defended or 
aggressive, separate self.”

After the RAIN
When you’ve passed through the steps of the RAIN tech-
nique, there is “After the RAIN, when you sense a shift 
from being stuck and reactive to a more spacious sense  
of being,” Tara explains. 
 Of course, when you’re with that inconsiderate 
boss, it can be tricky to remember the RAIN technique, 
let alone actually do it. So, when you’re alone, it’s helpful 
to find a quiet place and a comfortable position in which 
you can mentally review and rehearse the steps. If you do 
this regularly (once a day for five or ten minutes), it will 
become easier to remember, and you’ll be able to put 
RAIN into practice when you need it.
 After the RAIN, it’s helpful to examine the various 
ways you can respond effectively when your boss forgets 
your hearing loss (again). You might try something like: 
“I know it’s hard to remember not to cover your mouth 
when you talk to me, but I really need to read lips.  
Could you please repeat what you just said?”
 RAIN shares the same useful, practical goals of 
many other mindfulness and meditation techniques. Yes, 
meditation can calm us, but it can also make us more 
aware of the world around us: it can help us become 
more conscious of the decisions we make, the reasons 
why we make them and how we can make better choices. 
Non-reactive choices that can benefit all concerned. You 
don’t need to have hearing loss to benefit from medi-
tation, but for someone like me who can easily become 
frustrated by the struggle to hear in so many daily situa-
tions, meditation is a crucial tool for mental health and 
better social interaction. 

Richard Einhorn is chair of the HLAA Board of Directors 
and lives in New York City. He can be reached at chair@
hearingloss.org. 

You don’t need to have hearing loss to benefit from 
meditation, but for someone like me who can easily  
become frustrated by the struggle to hear in so many 
daily situations, meditation is a crucial tool for mental 
health and better social interaction.

thoughts from  
our board chair
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A s our world becomes increasingly multicultural 
and inclusive, the general public has become 
more aware and perhaps more interested in those 

who are deaf or have hearing loss. In recent years, we 
have seen characters and actors who are deaf included 
in theater, film and television performances with more 
frequency, including Deaf West Theatre Company’s 
Spring Awakening on Broadway and its performance 
at the 2016 Tony Awards. In 2015, Nyle DiMarco, 
who is deaf, won America’s Next Top Model, as well as 
Dancing with the Stars in 2016. Additionally, Treshelle 
Edmond, who has severe to profound hearing loss 
since infancy, performed the national anthem in 
American Sign Language (ASL) at the 2015 Super 
Bowl. Even in literature, we are noticing that authors 
are incorporating more deaf characters than they did 
in the past. 
 For nearly two decades, I have sought adolescent 
literature that includes deaf characters. This journey 
began when I was a high school teacher working at the 
Virginia School for the Deaf and the Blind. One of my 
students asked for a summer reading list of books that 
included characters with whom she could relate, explicit-
ly requesting books with deaf characters that used ASL. 
Since that initial request, my primary research focus as a 
school teacher, doctoral student and now as an English 
professor at Gallaudet University has been discovering 
characters in adolescent literature who are deaf or those 
with hearing loss. I have become familiar with the schol-
ars in the field, as well as both the stereotypes and best 
representations of deaf people that arise in literature and 
media. Since beginning my research blog, Deaf Char-
acters in Adolescent Literature (pajka.blogspot.com), 
I have collected titles, reviewed books and interviewed 
some exciting authors. 
 Through my work, I have witnessed middle school 
to adult readers light up when they realize a character is 
deaf or has hearing loss, just like them. Now, teaching at 
the undergraduate level, I am able to share my interest in 
the topic through the courses I teach and encourage my 
students to become writers and researchers. 

 Last semester, I was the adviser for an independent 
study with an undergraduate English major who strug-
gled with his own childhood access to deaf characters in 
books. He is from a deaf family and he grew up attending 
schools for the deaf with teachers who are deaf; yet not 
until he enrolled in my adolescent literature course in 
his junior year of college did he read his first adolescent 
novel featuring deaf characters. This is not surprising to 
me, though. Learning of and acquiring fictional books 
that include deaf characters can be time-consuming and 
challenging for teachers, librarians and parents. 
 If one considers the number of books published 
annually for children, the total that do include deaf char-
acters is quite low compared to the number that do not 
include characters with hearing loss. In the last 20 years, 
I have collected only 174 books that include deaf char-
acters out of the millions of books published. Of those, 
only 39, including the two recent American Girl books 
from Erin Falligant, were published in the last decade. 

Reading Between the Lines
Since so few books that include characters who are deaf 
or have hearing loss are published for young people, it 
is sometimes easy for readers to become excited by the 
inclusion alone, while overlooking the quality of the 
publications. Despite decades of research that affirms 
culturally authentic children’s literature and the merits 
of multicultural literature, some readers still rarely see 
characters like themselves in fiction. Readers also want 
to meet new friends through these characters. While my 
focus is on the depiction of the deaf character, like any 
reader, I seek a good book with an engaging voice. I look 
for a riveting story where I find myself inside the world 
of the book; I want to find a vivid setting where I under-
stand and connect to both the time period and place. I 
also hope for not only positive portrayals of people who 
are deaf or have hearing loss but also memorable charac-
ters in whom I am emotionally invested, so I care about 
their motivations and desires. 
 Unfortunately, an increase in the number of deaf 
characters in books does not necessarily translate into the 
most accurate, respectable or well-rounded characteriza-
tion of deaf people. Yet, I remain optimistic and hopeful. 

Telling the Whole Story:  
Deaf Characters Step Into the Spotlight
B Y  S H A R O N  PA J K A 
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Through my work, I have witnessed middle school to adult readers light up when 
they see characters who, like them, are deaf or have hearing loss, just like them.
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In the last decade, I have seen bigger names in children’s 
literature, including Alex Gino who wrote You Don't 
Know Everything, Jilly P! in 2018 and Brian Selznick,  
author of Wonderstruck, which was published in 2011, 
who are incorporating characters who are deaf or have 
hearing loss into their books. 

Joss Kendrick: Quite a Character
Slowly, more deaf characters in adolescent literature are 
becoming the main characters of the stories instead of 
the secondary characters; the focus of these novels is on 
a great story that includes amazing characters, rather 
than on hearing loss as a problem that needs to be over-
come. I was excited when American Girl contacted me 
to become a consultant for a new children’s book series 
because the main character was deaf. I was thrilled to  
be involved but had no idea this would lead to the 
character Joss Kendrick becoming the 2020 Girl of the 
Year. Joss is a character that loves surfing with her best 
friend Sofia and her bulldog, Murph. She is also the first 
American Girl doll to be deaf. According to the charac-
ter’s story, Joss was born deaf in her left ear but is able 
to hear a little in her right ear when using a hearing aid, 
which is why the doll comes with a hearing aid, a tiny 
case and a cleaning brush. While the doll and accessories 
are fun and exciting, my focus is on how the character is 
portrayed in the books.
 Erin Falligant, the author of Joss (Girl of the Year) 
and Joss: Touch the Sky (Girl of the Year) (December 26, 
2019), included intriguing storylines in her books. Joss 
and her surf sister Sofia plan to enter a contest where 
they make a video showing why they love and hope to 
protect their favorite spot at the beach. Winners receive 
a session with their favorite pro surfer, who grew up in 
their hometown. Joss is focused on her plan of landing 
a challenging surf trick for her video when her brother 
dares her to join the cheerleading team. Joss cannot  
see herself as a cheerleader but she quickly discovers  
the athleticism involved in cheering. 
 I love Joss. She is fierce and competitive, while also 
being thoughtful and reflective. She admits it when she 
makes mistakes. Falligant developed strong relationships 
among the other characters in her books to make each 
story one in which young people with or without hearing 
loss can relate to the characters’ struggles. 
 Throughout, Joss uses ASL to communicate with 
her family, especially when she’s surfing and not wearing 
her hearing aid. She also uses speech to communicate 
and discusses how she uses lipreading and body language. 

Overall, these aspects of communication are part of Joss’ 
identity but they are not the main focus of the novels. 
When American Girl sent the manuscripts to me, I read 
them and pointed out what really worked well, as well as 
some parts that would benefit from revision. I enjoyed 
the process because the editors were so willing to consid-
er all of the stakeholders to make sure they were releasing 
the best possible final product.
 Almost immediately after the release of Joss, I  
received emails from parents of daughters with hearing 
loss who simply wanted to thank me for being part of  
the team. I understood throughout the process what a  
significant role this character would play; however, the  
emotional impact surprised me. I have had deaf colleagues 
mention that they were considering buying the doll and 
other merchandise because they did not have such options 
when they were growing up. I believe the character is a 
great example for children who are just like Joss and those 
who may share only a few of her traits. Children will enjoy 
playing with the doll, the tiny hearing aid, its cleaning 
brush and case, and I think they’ll learn a great deal  
from the character Joss by reading the books.   
 When characters are presented accurately, readers 
learn about realities that are often quite different from 
their own experiences. The portrayal of realistic charac-
ters with hearing loss benefits adolescent readers, as  
these characters serve as role models. When authors  
include characters that share a variety of realities of the 
human experience, readers are provided with oppor-
tunities to learn and make connections. We need more 
writers who include characters with hearing loss in their 
books so that we can have more representation in litera-
ture. While I will continue to collect titles, let this be  
a call for you to consider your experience and channel 
your inner writer.  

Sharon Pajka is a professor in the Department 
of English at Gallaudet University, where she 
teaches courses in adolescent literature and 
literary studies. She publishes the Deaf Char-
acters in Adolescent Literature blog, which 
highlights publications and author interviews. 
Her recent chapters include: Jeepers Creepers: The American 
Vampirization of the Female, and Immigrant Teacher in 
Vampires Don’t Wear Polka Dots in Growing Up with Vam-
pires: Essays on the Undead in Children’s Media (2018,  
McFarland); Deaf Culture Values in Switched at Birth,  
ABC Family to Freeform TV: Essays on the Millennial- 
Focused Network and Its Programs (2018, McFarland).

The portrayal of realistic characters with hearing loss benefits adolescent  
readers, as these characters serve as role models.
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Margie Schools Me About Life With Hearing Loss
On my first day of preschool, I remember screaming at  
the top of my lungs that I didn’t want to go to school as  
I entered the building. Many other kids were very excited, 
but I was terrified. I knew it would be different for me.  
I was scared of how other students would react; I knew 
that they would stare. At the front door of the classroom, 
I begged my mother, “Don’t make me go!” I’m pretty 
sure that landed at the top of her list of nightmarish  
moments.

 When I reached kindergarten, my teacher noticed 
that none of my classmates wanted to play with me, because 
I couldn’t hear them. She informed my parents, who had 
begun to notice that something was off. My younger  
brother was developing better than I was, and he was able 
to speak well before I could. They took me to a doctor  
who diagnosed me with severe bilateral hearing loss.
 I was fitted with hearing aids at the age of four and 
was paired with an FM system. An FM system transmits 
sound directly from the sound source to the receiver.  
The teacher was the sound source, and he or she held  
onto a microphone that hung around his or her neck.  
I had a device wrapped around my waist with wires that 
were connected to my hearing aids. I was responsible for 

making sure the batteries were fully charged 
every day, as well as handing the microphone  
to my teachers before classes started. 

         I appreciated receiving that support at 
school, but the defining moment came when  
I was assigned a hearing specialist named Margie 

Hindenlang from the Los Angeles County Office 
of Education. I still remember the day I met  

Margie. I was in the principal’s office. I was so 
scared in the meeting that I sat on Margie’s lap. 
Twice a week, she would pull me out of class to 

Honoring My  
Mentor with    Volley4Sound
B Y  K E L S E Y  B R A N D I N

I so appreciate all that Margie did to encourage  
me through the years. I want to close with  
something she said that continues to inspire me: 
“Being unique is better than being perfect.”

Above: Kelsey and Margie meet for  
lunch in 2018. Her favorite restaurant 
was always California Pizza Kitchen. 
This was their last lunch together. Right: 
Kelsey started playing volleyball in 2012 
whenever her father needed extra 
players at the beach. Below: These are 
all of the participants who came out to 
support Volley4Sound in 2019.
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check on my hearing aids and assist with my education. I 
was always very excited to see her and, according to Mar-
gie, I would tell her about my problems with my brother. 
While her main job was to provide services that would 
help me with my education, she went above and beyond 
by helping me grow to become the person I am today. 
 Margie always made sure I was not alone by telling 
stories that I could relate to; it helped that she was also 
deaf in one ear. The hearing loss community near me  
was very small—and it seemed even smaller since it includ-
ed no one my age. I felt comfortable asking Margie the 
weirdest, toughest questions, including: 

• “What do people talk about in a normal conversation?”
• “How do you explain to your kids that you can’t hear, 

and how do they react when you tell them?”
• “What do you do in a situation when you can’t hear 

your friends?”
• “Why does everyone always say ‘never mind’ when  

I ask them to repeat themselves?”
• “What if people don’t want to be friends with me  

because of my disability?”
• “How do you manage frustration when everyone 

laughs at a joke that you didn’t hear?” and
• “Do you ever feel like you’re alone and left out  

when trying to be a part of a group conversation  
with friends or family?” 

 My questions were endless! I always felt that Margie 
would have the answer; I knew she would understand. We 
would laugh and cry about stories of situations that only 
those with hearing loss would face, and sometimes those 
stories were from the HLAA magazine, Hearing Life.  
If it weren’t for her, I would not have heard about  
HLAA, which helped me realize that I’m not alone.

I Achieve Goals On and Off the Playing Field 
I hated my hearing aids so much, I often wished I would 
lose them, but I was forced to wear them when I attend-
ed school. All my life, I’d been hiding: I’d worn my hair 

down to cover my hearing aids—even while playing sports. 
I’d been shy and afraid to speak, but playing sports helped 
me build tremendous self-confidence. At every soccer, 
basketball or softball game, my dad would let the referee, 
umpire, coaches and sometimes the other parents know 
that I wore hearing aids and could 
not hear well. I would snap at him, 
because I didn’t want anyone to 
know about my disability. I didn’t 
want them to see me as a weak 
opponent. I wanted them to value 
me for being myself before they 
remembered me as the girl who 
couldn’t hear. 
 It was not easy in the 
beginning. I’d dribble the  
soccer ball all the way down 
to the other half of the field, 
feeling excited to score a goal, 
and then turn around to see disappointed looks on 
spectators’ faces, since I was offside, not realizing that the 
whistle had already been blown. To add more embarrass-
ment, the coach on the other side of the field would yell 
at me and ask for a red penalty flag. Incidents like this 
helped me understand why my dad informed the referee 
and coaches of my hearing loss. (Many said I was a great 
example when coaches advised, “Don’t stop until you  
hear the whistle blow!”) 
 Sometimes it was great! I didn’t hear my parents  
or coaches yelling or telling me what to do from the 
sidelines, and sometimes I’d pretend I hadn’t heard  
my name called when I was supposed to sub out. 
  Socializing was a challenge at first. It took me a long 
time to adjust. I’ve always wondered: why me? Why did 
I, of all people, have to deal with this disability? (In high 
school, I declined accommodations because I was afraid 
I wouldn’t be accepted or make friends if my classmates 
knew. I wanted to be like everyone else and hang out 
with the cool kids.) Luckily, the skills I developed playing 
sports did the hard work for me. Playing sports helped 
me learn teamwork, and I was able to bond with others 
through our shared love of sports. The playing fields were 
my stress-free environment; I didn’t worry about wearing 
my hearing aids. 
 As senior year came along, I had to prepare to say 
goodbye to Margie, since I would no longer need her 
services after graduation. Her perspective was so helpful to 
me. She thought the two of us were lucky because we had 
an opportunity to stand out and that it was a great gift to 
be different from others. She told me there was nothing 
wrong with showing the whole world what I am. So I 

Left: Margie visited Kelsey in the classroom for a special event in 
2002. Below: Kelsey, age eight in 2001, playing soccer—her favorite 
sport. Kelsey has three siblings and her father was often the coach  
and commissioner. 
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guess the question I should have been asking all along 
was, “Why not me?” 
 Margie waited to retire until I graduated from high 
school. She had been with me for 14 years, so she felt and 
understood my frustration, isolation and difficulties with 
hearing loss. I decided to write her a thank you letter, and 
it helped me express my thoughts. 

Margie Hindenlang Inspires Volley4Sound
Margie and I stayed in touch and grabbed lunch once a 
month while I was attending college, but sadly, in Decem-
ber 2012, she told me she had been diagnosed with lung 
cancer. I didn’t want to believe it. 
 A few months later, Margie spoke of herself confi-
dently as a cancer survivor, but she was constantly either 
on chemotherapy or at doctors’ appointments. This went 
on for several years. In 2017, she mentioned that she had 
a few setbacks with cancer. I didn’t get to see her for  
lunch as much I wanted to and six months often elapsed 
between our visits. Then it got to the point where she 
would cancel every time because she was so frail. It hurt  
to hear that she was in pain. 
 I didn’t really know what to do or how to support 
Margie, but suddenly one night, I had an idea. I decided 
to organize a charity volleyball fundraiser, since I loved 
playing beach volleyball with my friends on weekends. 
When I finally met Margie for lunch, I explained that  
I wanted to put on a charity event to support her.  
 Although cancer seemed to be her biggest  
challenge at the moment, she wanted me to support  
a cause that meant even more to her: hearing loss. She 
burst into tears and was speechless as she was unable to 
put the words together to express her gratitude, but then 
she laughed when I told her I would do the best I could, 
as I had never organized anything other than my own 
birthday party. 
 I started brainstorming. I thought the best way 
to raise awareness about people with hearing loss was to 
enable everyone to experience its difficulties. I decided 
to put a unique spin on beach volleyball by having all 
players wear earplugs. Then a friend of mine came up 
with the idea of an auction in which players could rent 
professional volleyball players to assist them on the court. 
I reached out to every person in our area who had ever 
held a volleyball tournament and picked their brains.  
Another friend stepped up and volunteered to help me 
with marketing, and still another volunteered to be the 
master of ceremonies. The community became involved, 
too. Many businesses donated products for our silent 
auction and raffle prizes. We also set up a table that 
challenged willing participants to learn fingerspelling in 

American Sign Language. Once I created our Volley-
4Sound page on Facebook, our event became official! 
 I now know what it takes to put on an event: it 
takes a village! Local restaurants, business sponsors, the 
volleyball community and our friends and families all  
supported us. I not only learned the process of planning 
and executing a special event but also learned a lot about 
myself, including how to deal with stress and manage 
difficult situations. At the end of the day, all that mattered 
was that I did the best I could and Volley4Sound was a 
success!
 At our inaugural event in 2018, we raised $5,000 
for No Limits for Deaf Children. Last year, we raised 
$10,000 for HLAA. More than 30 professional volleyball 
players have now joined us, and each year, we have hosted 
at least 24 teams or more. 
 The best part has been the feedback I have received. 
Many participants have been able to feel the frustration of  
not hearing well when playing with earplugs, and it has 
helped them understand and feel empathy for the chal-
lenges that hearing loss presents. Many have also been 
excited to learn ASL, which has helped raise awareness. 
Finally, participants have had a great time and enjoyed  
the opportunity to support our cause. 
 It all began with Margie, a very compassionate  
hearing specialist who became my special mentor and 
friend. Unfortunately, Margie was too sick to attend our 
first event and passed away in December 2018, but our 
tournament will still continue to honor her.
 Our annual, 4v4 beach volleyball tournament, 
Volley4Sound, will take place again in Hermosa Beach, 
California, on October 17, 2020. We hope even more 
people will come out to support us this year and join us  
in raising awareness and having fun on the beach! 
 I so appreciate all that Margie did to encourage me 
through the years. I want to close with something she said 
that continues to inspire me: “Being unique is better than 
being perfect.” 

Kelsey Brandin, now 26, was raised  
in Manhattan Beach, California. She 
graduated summa cum laude from  
California State University, Long Beach, 
in 2016 with a Film Entertainment major. 
Kelsey has interned with DirecTV, BET  
and the Tennis Channel. She landed her 
first job at FOX, but she now works at Comcast NBCUni- 
versal where she is responsible for the safeguarding of NBC 
Universal Feature and Television digital archival assets 
across the globe. She still plays volleyball on the beach every 
weekend.
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Amplifying the Next Generation  
of HLAA Chapter Leaders

chapters in action

B Y  D E B  D E I T Z ,  C A R R I E  L E I S I N G ,  A N D  A N E C I A  L O C K H A RT

DEB: In 2010, Brian and I relocated from Carlsbad,  
CA, to Austin, TX. While in Carlsbad, we started an 
HLAA Chapter. Friends in San Diego also started an 
HLAA Chapter, so we were able to transfer the Carlsbad 
mailing list of more than 200 people to the nearby  
San Diego Chapter when we moved. 
 We had been asked by the staff at HLAA to start a 
chapter in Austin. We wanted to get settled first and fully 
planned to do that. By the time we were ready to start 
the Austin Chapter, we received an email announcing the 
HLAA Austin Chapter was having their first meeting and 
we were invited. Brian and I joined forces with Carolyn 
Ponder, and started up what was going to be the third 
time for this chapter to be formed.

CARRIE: Around this time, I found out about HLAA 
from my mom. My mom lived in Carlsbad, and had heard 
about the benefits of HLAA. She encouraged me to check 
it out. I was reluctant because I was very sensitive about 
my hearing loss. I reached out to Deb Deitz, who was 
very welcoming and promised to invite me to meetings via 
an online invitation platform called Evite. I lived in north 
Austin and the meetings were held in south Austin, and it 
was a long drive. I wasn’t sure it was worth my time. After 
all, I had survived this long with hearing loss.
 Then I had a bad day. I missed important news in a 
meeting because of my hearing loss. I miscommunicated 

One of the hardest challenges for HLAA Chapters 
is attracting young adults and developing younger 
generation chapter leaders. The HLAA Austin  
Chapter has had some success with this, and we 
asked the leaders to share their experiences in how 
they got involved with HLAA and the Austin Chapter. 
Developing new and young leaders is crucial to the 
longevity of the chapters, and we hope that these 
experiences and tips they share are useful. 
—Carla Beyer-Smolin, National Chapter and  
Membership Coordinator 

on an important phone call, and a co-worker rudely  
pointed out that I was, “having trouble hearing lately.” 
Feeling misunderstood and frustrated, I wanted to be 
around people with hearing loss—people who “got it.” 
So, I sent an RSVP for me and my husband to attend  
the next chapter meeting.  
 Deb and Brian immediately made us feel welcomed, 
told us about the benefits of HLAA and introduced us to 
others. I felt like I had found “my people.” Later, tired  
of driving so far south to meetings, I asked Deb and  
Brian if they would consider hosting a chapter meeting  
up north. They seemed a little hesitant, so I offered to 
host the meeting. Boom! That did it and from there,  
I became more involved.

DEB: After six years, I decided I wanted to go back to 
school to finish an art degree. Carolyn Ponder, a current 
HLAA member, said she would love to run the chapter for 
a while. Carrie continued to be involved on the side, but 
had started a new job and was in the process of starting a 
family. Carolyn became overwhelmed with the responsibil-
ity and her need to use a computer. Being a lovely “super 
senior,” she decided she needed to step down.

Brian Deitz, Carrie Leising, and Deb Deitz toast to a successful 
HLAA year and chapter meeting.
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 Brian and I were back in charge, but truth be told, 
we had been running a chapter for 11 years and needed 
a change. I wanted to focus on school and wanted to 
pass the torch. I also knew many chapters fold due to 
the aging members population. Brian and I did not want 
the chapter to fold again, and we knew it was important 
to get the younger generation involved. We were deter-
mined to try to sweet talk Carrie into leading the chap-
ter. Carrie had become a friend over the years, and as a 
young person with hearing loss and a young mom, she 
would be perfect!   
 Carrie agreed to be the chapter president, and en-
listed the help of her friend Anecia. Anecia brings a great 
perspective as she also uses sign language, worked for a 
state agency that provides vocational rehab (VR) funding 
for those with disabilities who are looking for employment 
or to maintain current jobs, and is good with technology.

ANECIA: I was born profoundly deaf, and wore bilateral 
hearing aids until my speech recognition began decreas-
ing. My boss told me that I was missing words and that 
it was impacting my job performance. I was so embar-
rassed, and it felt like it was the end of the world for me. 
I met with my VR counselor, who strongly encouraged  
me to attend an HLAA meeting in Austin to meet Deb 
and Carrie. I asked my friend who was in a similar boat  
as I to go with me. We got to meet new people, and  
we were amazed how welcoming and friendly everyone 
was. This was life-changing to meet amazing people 
who were experiencing similar frustrations and sharing 
resources. Since then, I’ve made new lifelong friends 
whom I consider family. I loved how involved Carrie 
and Deb were with HLAA, and I jumped in to help and 
learn the ropes. As a team, we discussed the hurdles that 
the chapter faced. We would brainstorm ideas on how to 
spread the word of future meetings, and come up with 
presenters and topics that would be helpful for people 
with hearing loss.

DEB: Carrie, along with Anecia and others involved in 
the chapter found presenters, new locations—with carpet 
and better acoustics—and provided captioning for the 
meetings. Carrie wasn’t afraid to try new things and the 
chapter begin to thrive again. After Carrie was president, 
Anecia took over and is now current chapter president. 
It’s been a breath of fresh air having younger people 
involved! There is energy and enthusiasm and the chapter 
meetings have changed for the better. We still need more 
young people involved—they have different lifestyles and 
obligations than seniors. Transfers, family obligations 
and child care can have an impact on a younger person’s 

Tips to Attract Younger Adults 
Venues
•  carpet; good acoustics
•  convenient; easy to find or have signage
•  free or ample parking
•  split up meetings (north/south, day/evening)

Must Haves
•  assistive listening devices and hearing loops
•  captioning
•  microphones/speakers
•  online meetings and recordings 
•  good food
•  PowerPoint (visuals)—We are exploring this option to see how  
we can incorporate virtual captioning and would love to find a way  
to record meetings for those folks who can’t make it to the meeting.

Speaker Ideas
•  consider social events, even online social events, 
 dinner parties, happy hour, game night, pizza party
•  employment and hearing loss
•  list some that include a younger speaker
•  make it worth the time and effort to attend 
•  navigating health care with hearing loss
•  SoundPrint app (introduce new apps)
•  vocational rehabilitation state programs, resources

Promotion
•  college campuses
•  email reminders more than once; use Evite/social media
•  partner with hearing aid dispensers or hearing aid reps/ 
 captioned phone reps/CI reps
•  promote next event at current event
•  redundancy, repeat, regurgitate—share the details often
•  take flyers to doctor offices/waiting rooms

How Often
• summer hiatus
•  consistent dates
•  follow your community? snowbirds? college town?
•  plan in advance; reserve venue locations in advance 
•  time is money—if attendees invest their time in your  
 event, it better be worth it

Think About the Kids
•  babysitter for families with kids; have activities for kids
•  keep it short and sweet

Grow Your Leadership
•  let others own it and train them
•  Harvard Business Review says millennials want to  
 learn and grow!
•  Let it go, let it go, let it go!
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involvement. They also like creativity and want the meet-
ings to be a good use of their time. We believe all chapters 
should actively seek out younger people to not just join 
the chapters, but to take leadership positions. Fresh ideas, 
younger viewpoints and more enthusiasm bring more to 
help provide support for our community. We’re experienc-
ing this in the chapter and know it works.   

Join a Chapter
Learn that you’re not alone  
in your hearing journey!

Find an HLAA Chapter near you by visiting  
hearingloss.org/chapters-state-orgs/find-a-chapter/. 
 
For more information, including how to start a chapter, contact  
Carla Beyer-Smolin, HLAA national chapter and membership 
coordinator, at cbeyer-smolin@hearingloss.org.

Sign Up for the Free Chapter Blogs  
for All the News From National  
Go to hearingloss.org. Scroll down on any page (other than  
the homepage), and look on the right for the box that says,  
“Subscribe to receive HLAA News via email.” When news is  
published, it goes right to your email—no need to log in.

Deb Deitz woke up deaf one morning at the 
age of 17. After 14 years in silence, Deb was 
tested for a very early experimental cochlear 
implant. This Storz 4-channel device was 
short-lived. This provided only environmen-
tal sounds and failed after nine months. Of 
the 16 devices ever implanted, Deb had one 
of the three that failed. In 2002 she had a cochlear implant 
implanted in her left ear. Hearing her daughter’s voice for 
the very first time in an emotional phone call was the start 
of her amazing hearing journey being reconnected to sound. 
These days you will find Deb creating art while listening to 
music. Catching up on the 30 years of missing music  
has been a labor of love!  

Born with a genetic hearing loss, Carrie 
Leising has worn hearing devices since she 
was 18 months old. Always inspired to  
make a difference, she has a master’s in  
nonprofit leadership and management,  
giving her the knowledge to educate, lead 

and support the HLAA Austin Chapter and other orga-
nizations that are close to her heart. In her spare time, she 
likes to hike, camp and spend time with her family while 
sipping a glass of wine.

Anecia Lockhart was born profoundly deaf 
and has been wearing hearing aids since she 
was one year old then was bilaterally implant-
ed with cochlear implants in 2017. She holds  
a master’s degree in rehab counseling which 
expanded her awareness on how to advocate 
and assist individuals with disabilities. During her spare 
time, she enjoys spending it with her friends, family, and 
animals including a donkey in the country.
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 It has been known for decades that certain occu-
pations which require extreme noise exposure such as 
experienced by musicians and construction workers make 
people more vulnerable to NIHL. However, trends in 
research show that younger generations are also susceptible 
to NIHL as well, thanks to loud music and other ambient 
noise exposures and lack awareness of precautionary  
measures that can be taken to prevent NIHL. 
 According to the American Academy of Pediatrics 
at the Harvard Medical School, approximately 17% of 
children ages 12-19 suffer from some form of NIHL; it 
often goes unnoticed or is ignored by a large portion of 
the American population. In fact, a study conducted by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found 
that while at least 10 million adults have NIHL, another 
30 million (roughly 24% of the total American population) 
may experience some form of NIHL as well. 
 A population study conducted by Josef Shargorodsky, 
M.D. at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Institute (MEEI), 
found that compared to American adolescents in 1988-
1994, adolescents living between the years of 2005-2006 
experienced a 31% increase in hearing loss. 
 As devices such as earbuds and headphones become 
increasingly popular, it raises a larger question of the im-
pact of hearing technology on hearing health of younger 
generations. Starting at a young age, many students are 
blasting music into their ears while studying, attending 
concerts or socializing with friends. Moreover, they are 

Shout It From the Rooftops:
      Kids Are Losing Their Hearing
B Y  E L I A N A  R O S E N Z W E I G

Since I was three years old, I have worn hearing aids,  
so I know that hearing loss is not a condition to be  
taken lightly. I was born with severe-to-profound,  
congenital hearing loss from an unknown cause.  
While this differs slightly from noise-induced hearing 
loss, hearing outcomes are virtually the same. 

Can a Concert Make Your Ears Ring?
Unfortunately, yes. Ten years ago, Micaela Apfel, a 15- 
year-old teenager from New Rochelle, NY, had just experi-
enced every millennial’s dream: front row seats to a Hannah 
Montana and Jonas Brothers concert. However, what was 
supposed to be one of the best nights of her life suddenly 
turned into a frightening one. As she was leaving the con-
cert, she noticed that she had lost a majority of her hearing 
and experienced extreme ringing in her ears. She described 
sounds as muffled, using the term “underwater.” Her dad, 
a doctor, recognized her symptoms immediately. A hearing 
evaluation conducted shortly after confirmed her diagnosis 
of noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL).
 Micaela is now 25, a software engineer for Gold-
man Sachs and happily married. She was one of the lucky 
ones—her hearing was restored after ten days of steroid 
treatment. However, audiologists at the time recognized 
that there was a very real possibility that her hearing might 
not come back. 
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subjected to other noise in daily life, such as that produced 
by public transportation and/or played at exercise classes, 
which may also contribute to an overall decline in hearing. 

Evolving Our Understanding of  
Noise-Induced Hearing Loss
To learn more about NIHL, I spoke with David Jung, 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Otolaryngology/Head and 
Neck Surgery at Harvard Medical School and an otologist 
at the MEEI. He explained that the first substantial  
research efforts into NIHL began in the 1950s. The 
dissection of 3D ear structures was made available through 
large repositories of tissues from deceased patients. Until 
the mid-1990s, the cause of NIHL was attributed to loss 
of outer hair cells resting on the tectorial membrane, oth-
erwise known as “cochlear amplifiers,” which help amplify 
the vibrations that travel into the ear. However, in the 
laboratories of MEEI, recent studies on mice suggest loss 
of outer hair cells may not necessarily be the first source  
of damage when people lose their hearing.
 The neurons in the cochlear nerve convert mechani-
cal vibrations sent by the inner hair cells into electrochem-
ical signals that can then be interpreted by the brain. Con-
trary to historical beliefs, studies on mice suggest that the 
spiral ganglion, which includes the synapses or connectors 
of the inner hair cells and neurons in the cochlear nerve, 
may suffer the most damage when exposed to louder 
levels of noise. These studies represent a major shift in the 
understanding of hearing loss; researchers are beginning to 
suspect that hearing loss is largely a result of synapse and 
inner hair cell loss, rather than outer hair cell loss, which 
involves the nerves of the inner ear. (See Figure 1.) 
 According to Dr. Jung, studies on mice also confirm 
that NIHL may not only result from exposure to blast inju-
ries but also from ambient surroundings. In a recent study 
published at the MEEI, mice were exposed to two hours of 
100 decibels of noise. Researchers found that the threshold 
of sound that these mice could hear dropped significantly  
at first but returned to normal levels of hearing within a  
few weeks after only one exposure to this level of noise. 
 Researchers suspect that the hearing loss was a 
temporary threshold shift or transient damage to hair cells. 
However, they predict that loss and restoration of hearing 
were not directly due to hair cell loss but rather to synap-
tic damage that connects nerves with the hair cells in the 
inner ear. Researchers have recently identified two sepa-
rate groups of synapses, both of which are responsible for 
sending electrochemical signals of sound to the brain. The 
group of neurons that fire in response to certain thresholds 
of sound were relatively unaffected, which likely explains 
how mice were able to perceive sound again after a few 

weeks. However, neurons that typically fire in the presence 
of background noise significantly dipped in these mice 
and did not return to normal levels. For this reason, the 
phenomenon is referred to as hidden hearing loss, because 
this form of hearing loss is not necessarily present in an 
audiologist’s quiet exam room. 
 Although this research has not yet been tested in  
humans, it does show potential application to the popula-
tion of individuals with hearing loss. Usually when patients 
over the age of 60 experience hearing loss, their complaint 
is not lack of hearing in quiet settings but rather their  
ability to hear in places with loud background noise. 
 For many years, companies and researchers have 
been working on ways to regenerate or create new hair 
cells for those affected by hearing loss. Conversely, Jung 
emphasizes the need to potentially refocus research on 
potential ways to take existing spiral ganglion nerves and 
inner hair cells, which often remain in the ear for a long 
time even after damage, and attempt to reconnect the 
damaged synapses that previously linked the hair cells and 
neurons in the brain. Efforts to restore hair cells in the ear 
may amplify sound; however, ultimately, it does not solve 
the problem of suspected hidden hearing loss. In fact, 
researchers who have studied temporal bone specimens in 
patients from birth to old age have found that while hair 
cells and neurons remain fairly well preserved even in old 
age, there is a significant decline in synapses. 

Image by Massachusetts Eye and Ear Institute
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Is Loud Volume Worth the Sound of Silence? 
Not all of Dr. Jung’s patients with NIHL are the stereotyp-
ical grandparents asking “what?” during conversations at 
the dinner table. In fact, just a few months ago, he treated 
a young college student with irreparable hearing loss that 
could most likely be attributed to the intense noise expo-
sure she experienced while attending raves that continu-
ously played electronic dance music at loud volume. 
 While she danced the night away next to speakers 
blasting music at excessive levels, her cochlear nerve fibers 
and neurons were likely deteriorating beyond the point  
of return. Thus, it is clear that younger generations have  
a stake in this issue as well, and precautions can be taken  
to limit exposure to noise at a young age, especially in  
the teenage years.

A Sound Strategy for All: Turn Down the Noise
Dr. Jung does not believe that our ears can be given a shelf 
life. “I don’t think age-related hearing loss is inevitable. 
I think it is controllable to a certain degree. We can all 
do a better job of controlling noise exposure,” Dr. Jung 
remarks.
 In Dr. Jung’s words, “Less is better. If you are on 
the treadmill at the gym and listening to music but you 
cannot hear the treadmill next to you or ambient sound 
at all, [the music] is probably too loud.” According to the 
National Institutes of Health, sounds at or above 85 deci-
bels pose a threat to hearing. Dr. Jung recommends that 
patients listen to music at home through a speaker and use 
a decibel-tracking app to get a better sense of what these 
noise levels actually sound like. (See Figure 2.)
 Even though I am not 
Dr. Jung’s patient, I decided 
to take his advice and down-
load a decibel-tracking app  
called “Decibel X” on my 
smartphone. As I sat in the 
crowded subway train oper-
ated by Boston’s crowded 
Massachusetts Bay Trans-
portation Authority subway 
system after speaking with 
Dr. Jung, the results were 
astounding. As noted in  
Figure 2, the average 
noise-level of my 20-min-
ute ride was 90.1 decibels, 
which is five decibels higher 
than the recommended maximum, and the loudest 
exposure was 101.8 decibels, which is more than fifteen 

decibels louder. While I was exposed to dangerous levels 
of noise for only a few minutes, there are millions of  
individuals across the country taking much longer sub-
way rides and using other forms of noisy transportation 
like cars and buses to get around on a daily basis.
 Micaela’s hearing was gone for less than two weeks, 
yet the experience of NIHL was incredibly stressful and 
scary for her. She likely experienced something similar to 
the mice in the MEEI laboratories. Fortunately, Micaela 
learned from the experience. “I purchased a custom pair  
of earplugs that I wear to all concerts and weddings,” said  
Apfel. “I am famously known amongst my friends for always 
wearing them. I even wore them to my own wedding!”
 There is a stigma attached to wearing hearing 
assistive devices that undeniably pervades the collective 
consciousness of the American population. In school and 
public settings, I rarely see someone who looks the way I 
do. I wear my purple hearing aids, day in and day out, so 
that I can hear just like everyone else. Most of the shame 
that I carry about wearing hearing aids is minor. After 18 
years of wearing them, I don’t notice my hearing aids any 
more than I notice the clothes on my back or the socks 
on my feet. However, for teenagers like Micaela, the 
prospect of wearing hearing aids to help with NIHL de-
veloped when they are older is likely not the first thought 
that comes to their minds. Similarly, many people are 
looked down upon or stigmatized for wearing earbuds, 
which can actually be ear-saving items, to public events. 
Moreover, there is a general lack of knowledge among 
the younger generation about preventive strategies that 
are currently available to minimize hearing loss. 
 Traditionally, hearing loss has been denounced as 
a weakness and regarded as a disability. As our attitudes 
evolve, it’s important to recognize that hearing loss is  
simply the reality for a large portion of the American  
population, while we work to raise our awareness of  
the risks noise can pose to our hearing.  

Eliana Rosenzweig is a 20-year-old rising  
junior at Tufts University studying Biology 
and English on the pre-med track. She has con-
genital severe-to-profound hearing loss and has 
worn hearing aids since the age of two. She is a 
recipient of the HLAA Westchester Chapter’s 
Anita and Blair Mazin College Scholarship, 
as well as the A.G. Bell College Scholarship.  
She is a Writing Fellow and volunteers as an emergency 
medical technician (EMT) with Tufts Emergency Medical 
Services. She is also a project coordinator of a free health care 
clinic run by the Tufts Medical Center. This article was made 
possible with the help of Dr. David Jung.
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A Checkmark  
to Remember B Y  D AV I D  S E L I G M A N

“Is he generally happy, and does he have friends to play 
with?” asked the doctor.
  “He has many friends who he plays with after school 
every day,” explained my mother.
  “Then what is the problem?” the doctor asked. 
 I never found out my mother’s response to that last 
question, and my parents decided not to pursue my hear-
ing loss more in depth. As a result of that appointment, 
they limited their concern to an annual hearing test just  
to make sure that my hearing didn’t change dramatically. 
 When I was in middle school, I had some lipread- 
ing sessions with a speech therapist for a short period.  
After a few weekly sessions, I was deemed trained at lip-
reading and we both moved on. I was under the impres-
sion back then that my hearing loss couldn’t have been 
corrected by hearing aids. I thought that hearing aids  
were not sophisticated enough to help with my hearing 
loss, but that turned out to be false. When I was in my 
mid-twenties, I discovered that there were indeed hear- 
ing aids that could have helped with my hearing loss,  
but I’m getting ahead of myself. 
 Let’s return to my youth: growing up, I remember 
when we had a large black and white TV in our small den 
next to our living room. When my parents had company 
in the living room, I had to pivot the TV to the side and 
sit on the floor in an alcove with the sound off. (I could 
never turn the sound up loud enough for me to hear the 
program without disturbing the company in the next 
room.) This wasn’t a problem when I was watching sports, 
because I was an avid sports fan and could tell what was 
happening without needing help from the announcers. 
For example, Friday nights featured boxing, and there was 
no need for any volume with those boxing matches.
  My favorite program was “Mr. Ed,” a show that 
featured a talking horse. I credit “Mr. Ed” with helping 

Until the age of seven, my hearing was normal.  
Then in a matter of a few days, an unidentified  
virus permanently damaged it, and I was left with  
a mild to moderate hearing loss.

A s a kid, I didn’t notice my hearing loss much. Sure,  
there were lots of conversations with my friends in 
which I didn’t catch everything. Keep in mind, when 

I was a child, my closest friends were boys, and being boys, 
we were always shouting and yelling at each other wherever 
we were.
 The issue of my hearing loss became more apparent 
as I progressed through elementary school. My parents—
usually my mother—talked to the principal, and together, 
they decided that my hearing loss could easily be managed 
in the classroom. I was encouraged to tell my teachers 
about my hearing loss, as well as sit in the front of the 
classroom. These minor accommodations were not com-
pletely successful: part of the problem was that I was too 
shy to assert myself if I didn’t hear something correctly.  
I spent a lot of time thinking about my teachers’ responses 
to try to guess what questions other kids asked. It must 
have worked since I was a pretty good student, despite  
my inverted learning process. 
 I have never fully understood why my parents did 
not do more to help me with my hearing loss. Only when 
I was an adult did my mother tell me a story about an 
appointment she had with my doctor. The doctor, who 
was not an audiologist, asked my mother if I was unhappy 
at school.
  “No, not at all,” my mother replied.
 “Is he doing well in school?” the doctor questioned.
  “He is doing very well,” my mother said. 
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me practice and improve my lipreading. I often wished my 
teachers had lips like Mr. Ed’s; it would have made follow-
ing the classroom discussions easier. Unfortunately, most 
of my teachers were more tight-lipped than Mr. Ed.
 Lip size was not the only criterion I used in evaluat-
ing my teachers, though. I dutifully told them about my 
hearing loss and took a seat at the front of the class. How-
ever, some teachers liked to roam around the room, which 
made following the discussion difficult for me. To avoid 
humiliation, I would usually ask a question or respond to a 
teacher’s question early in the discussion before the other 
kids said too much. This way, I wouldn’t embarrass myself 
by repeating something that someone just said. I lived in 
fear of saying something that would clearly reveal my hear-
ing loss to everyone. Although I didn’t recognize it then, 
anyone who knew me was already aware of it, and I’m 
pretty certain that no one else in my classes had hearing 
loss. Everyone else’s hearing seemed normal.
 As I got older, I adopted some other strategies 
to avoid being singled out. All the way through middle 
school and especially in high school, as we got more social 
and interacted with girls, I was even more self-conscious. 
I was too unsure of myself to actively participate in a con-
versation with a group of friends because I couldn’t follow 
what everyone was saying. Instead, I preferred to stand 
with the group and look engaged as best I could. I would 
smile when they smiled or laugh when they laughed— 
unless I heard the original laugh line, and then I allowed 
myself to laugh out loud. As a result—and perhaps this 
was a good thing—I learned to be patient in social settings 
and eagerly looked for opportunities to participate in 
one-on-one conversations with individuals on the side. 
Often my friends would be surprised that I was so lively 
and witty in a private conversation when I was so quiet in 
a group. This pattern was my modus operandi for several 
years, during which I never explored possible avenues of 
help for my hearing loss. 
 One of the dumbest things I did was to stop taking 
my annual hearing test in college: I went through four 
years of undergraduate studies relying on the same feeble 
strategies I had adopted in elementary and high school. 
As an adult, I have often wondered how different my life 
might have been if I had gotten hearing aids earlier. The 
daydream usually doesn’t conclude with a fantasy of wild 
success or a lofty leadership role. I simply imagine that 
I would have been more engaged with people in social 
settings throughout my life.

The Checkmark That Changed Everything
As it turned out, one little checkmark on a college appli-
cation form completely changed my life. I was completing 

my application for graduate school in Public Administra-
tion at the University of Iowa, and it gave me the oppor-
tunity to disclose any health issues. I decided to check 
the box! I briefly described my mild to moderate hearing 
loss. An audiologist in the University of Iowa’s Audiology 
program followed up and contacted me for a hearing test, 
which I had not had in almost six years. I took the hearing 
test, and it revealed that I had moderate—the term mild 
was no longer mentioned—hearing loss in both ears and 
that hearing aids could make a significant improvement  
in my ability to hear. After a long, overdue conversation 
with my parents about my hearing loss, they agreed  
to buy one hearing aid based on the recommendation 
from the audiologist. 
 I waited anxiously for the hearing aid to arrive.  
I still recall walking out of the audiologist’s office with my 
new hearing aid in my right ear and being bewildered by 
the sounds that I encountered. Screeching tires were easy 
to discern. It took a few minutes to identify the sound  
of birds chirping. I hadn’t heard that sound before and  
my ears couldn’t quite figure it out. I was acutely aware 
of the sounds of the doors and voices all around me when 
I entered the university’s main library, where my study 
carrel was located. I was wide-eyed and distracted as  
I tried to concentrate on my studies. There were so many 
new sounds that were coming at me, such as students 
walking by and chatting quietly to each other. I may not 
have been able to understand their conversations, but  
I could hear their muffled voices! Library carts made  
a strange, rumbling sound that I never heard before.  
It was a bizarre, exciting experience that was not  
exactly conducive to studying. 
 For so many years, I had maintained a habit of  
ignoring or blocking out the sounds I couldn’t hear 
clearly. But on that day, it was impossible to maintain my 
focus. I simply couldn’t ignore all of the unfamiliar sounds 
around me. I decided to heed the message that my new, 
right hearing aid was sending me: take the afternoon off 
and get outside to enjoy this noisy campus!  

David Seligman’s lifelong fascination with 
finding humor in daily life brings a unique 
perspective in helping others understand 
and appreciate the challenges of living with 
hearing loss. He retired from a long career in 
Wisconsin state government and more recently, 
from a second career as a special education assistant in an 
elementary school. He now spends time volunteering and has 
a particularly keen interest in tutoring adults to enhance 
their English proficiency.
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H earing loss is a significant global issue. According 
to the World Health Organization (WHO) 
there are about 466 million people, or 5% of the 

world’s population, who have a degree of hearing loss 
that impacts their daily life and ability to engage with 
other people. More than 34 million of those affected are 
children and hearing loss is one of the most common 
birth anomalies.1

 Unfortunately, there is in general, a low awareness 
and understanding among governments and society at 
large about the social and economic impact of untreated 
hearing loss on the individual, family, and community. 
This has contributed to a worldwide disparity between 
preventative treatments and intervention solutions that 
already exist to address hearing loss and their accessibil-
ity to people who would most benefit from them. The 
WHO indicates that just 44 of the 195 countries of the 
world feature ear and hearing care in their national health 
plans, and some of those programs and policies may not 
be well supported. 
 For children, hearing loss can have an irreversible 
and permanent impact on their cognitive, language, and 
social development if it is not addressed with urgency 
during their formative years. A child’s brain undergoes 
tremendous growth in the first years of life. Identification 
of hearing loss as early as possible is essential to enable 
timely interventions to mitigate its effects. For families  
who wish for their child with hearing loss to learn to 
listen and talk, the child must also be provided with  
hearing technology (hearing aids or cochlear implants)  
to enable access to the sounds of speech. With the sup-
port of professionals in audiology and auditory-verbal 
practice, families can help their children begin to make 
sense of sounds they are now hearing through technol-
ogy and progress through the developmental sequence 
through which all children evolve to enable listening  
and spoken language. 
 Time is of the essence. The later the identification 
and the start of habilitation, the less time there is to  

address the effects of hearing loss on a child’s develop-
ment and the more permanent the impact of hearing 
loss will be on a child’s future. Four elements are equally 
essential for children with hearing loss to learn to listen 
and speak: 1) early identification, 2) appropriate hearing 
technology, 3) access to professionals with expertise in 
audiology and early intervention, and 4) family engage-
ment. Yet, in many areas of the world, these elements  
are limited or not available at all. 
 To help address this, the Global Foundation For 
Children With Hearing Loss has been working in low 
resource countries since 2009 to help local partners 
develop and strengthen in-country services and expertise 
for young children with hearing loss. 

The Global Foundation For  
Children With Hearing Loss  
I was born with a severe-to-profound hearing loss that 
was identified when I was 11 months old. I was immedi-
ately fit with hearing aids and provided with early inter-
vention services in the United States and England. This 
support during the crucial years of my early development 
enabled me to learn to listen and talk, attend mainstream 
schools starting at kindergarten, and grow up to partic-
ipate fully in our hearing society. I travel a great deal for 

1who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/deafness-and-
hearing-loss

B Y  PA I G E  S T R I N G E R

New Hope for Global Solutions  
to Address Hearing Loss

Hearing aid training in Vietnam
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my work. When I take off my hearing technology before 
going to bed, I can sleep very well anywhere in the world 
no matter how close my room is to the elevator. Humor 
aside, I am grateful for the support I received when I  
was young. It enabled me to lead a full life and have  
an opportunity to pay it forward. 
 I worked for several years in marketing positions at 
the Clorox Company and Amazon before heading down 
a path that has been tremendously fulfilling. A visit to 
Vietnam in 2008 revealed to me gaps in expertise and 
services across pediatric hearing health care and early  
intervention. Children were not being screened for  
hearing loss, new parents were unaware of the implica-
tions of pediatric hearing loss, hearing technology was 
not widely accessible, and early intervention expertise 
was limited. I realized these gaps were prevalent not just 
in Vietnam, but in many countries. It did not seem right 
to me that many children with hearing loss throughout 
the world would not have an opportunity to reach their 
full potential simply because of the insufficient support 
available to them. 
 To help change this, I established the Global 
Foundation For Children With Hearing Loss (GFCHL) 
in 2009. The GFCHL is a nonprofit organization that 
helps young children with hearing loss living in low- and 
middle-income countries access the early identification, 
hearing technology, and locally-based expertise and  
resources they need to learn to listen and talk. 
 The GFCHL believes that the most sustainable 
approach to addressing gaps in pediatric hearing care is 
to collaborate with government agencies and local health 
care and educational professionals to establish the exper-
tise and services needed to support their own children 
with hearing loss. 
 Instead of following the traditional humanitarian 
model of bringing in foreign professionals to provide 
immediate and direct service, our organization takes a 

longer-term view. We work together with our partners 
to identify opportunity areas and develop programs 
that strengthen local expertise and services that babies 
and young children with hearing loss need to thrive. 
We achieve this through technical support, professional 
training, parent education, raising public awareness, and 
research. 
 Our professional training programs are led by cre-
dentialed audiologists and auditory-verbal practitioners. 
The curriculum is designed with a train-the-trainer 
approach and is taught to the same group of participants 
over time. The information is then propagated to others 
in the country through those trained by the GFCHL, 
making the effort sustainable. When a collective group 
of people are provided with knowledge, they are then 
empowered to strengthen the system of support in  
their own countries. 

GFCHL Training Program in Vietnam
Among other programs that the GFCHL has successfully 
conducted in Vietnam over the course of 11 years, we 
have trained about 450 medical and educational pro-
fessionals across the country in pediatric audiology and 
auditory-verbal practice. We also provided informational 
sessions for parents of children with hearing loss learning 
to listen and talk. As an example of the replicative effect 
of our training model, one of our graduates instituted an 
early intervention and audiology center in her province 
for children with hearing loss learning to listen and talk. 

Audiology training in Vietnam 

Auditory verbal therapy training in Vietnam

Recognizing the growing prevalence of hearing loss world-
wide, the World Health Assembly unanimously passed a 
resolution in 2017 to encourage governments to adopt ear 
and hearing care policies into their national health plans. 
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This center serves about 70 young children each year 
in a province that previously did not have such services. 
The children are prepared for mainstream schools and are 
supported as long as needed. Additionally, she shares the 
GFCHL’s teachings with other professionals and families. 

Expansion of Universal Newborn  
Hearing Screening in Mongolia
The Mongolia Ministry of Health issued a 2014 decree 
to implement Universal Newborn Hearing Screening 
(UNHS). However, there was just one public hospital at 
the time that had the capability to administer the tests.  
In September 2016, the GFCHL began a collaboration 
with the Mongolian medical community to establish 
universal newborn hearing screening at all public birthing 
hospitals in the capital of Ulaanbaatar. More than half of 
the country’s annual births, about 38,000 newborns, are 
born in Ulaanbaatar each year. The GFCHL raised funds 
to purchase and distribute screening devices to the hospi-
tals and initiated training in their use. We worked closely  
with the National Center for Maternal and Child Health 
to establish a network for tracking and to implement  
processes and procedures for screening and referrals.  
In each of 2018 and 2019, more than 33,000 babies  
were screened for hearing loss in Ulaanbaatar in the  
public hospitals as a direct result of this program and 
those in need have been referred for intervention.  
Because screening is the first of four steps toward a  
child with hearing loss acquiring speech and hearing,  
the GFCHL also has provided training programs similar  
as to what has been conducted in Vietnam. 

Training nurses in Mongolia to conduct a universal newborn  
hearing screening test. 

Otoacoustics emissions tests (OAE) can be administered to  
newborns as early as 24 hours after birth.

Looking Forward with the WHO
Recognizing the growing prevalence of hearing loss 
worldwide, the World Health Assembly unanimously 
passed a resolution in 2017 to encourage governments 
to adopt ear and hearing care policies into their nation-
al health plans. In support of member states’ efforts to 
implement this Resolution, the WHO was called upon 
to prepare the first World Report on Hearing. Due to 
launch in early 2021, the World Report on Hearing is an 
evidence-based resource for policymakers. It is intended 
to inform them about the causes of the condition and 
the preventative treatments and available interventions 
to address it across the human life span. The recommen-
dations in the World Report on Hearing could lead to 
other successful programs and solutions similar to those 
as achieved by GFCHL in pediatric hearing loss—reasons 
to be optimistic about the future.   

Paige Stringer, M.A., MPH, is the founder 
and executive director of the Global Foun-
dation For Children With Hearing Loss 
(GFCHL). Born with a profound hearing 
loss, Paige benefited from early interven-
tion services to learn to listen and talk. She 
established GFCHL in 2009 to help children with hearing loss 
in low resource countries access the services and expertise they 
need to thrive. Paige has been involved in work at the World 
Health Organization since 2015 to help raise awareness for 
hearing loss globally, including leading the development 
of the communications strategy for the 2021 release of the 
WHO World Report on Hearing. Paige has been honored 
with several awards including the 2019 World of Children 
Award, 2018 A.G. Bell Award for International Service and 
the 2014 Humanitarian Award by the American Academy 
of Audiology. Paige holds a Masters of Arts degree from the 
University of San Francisco and a Masters of Public Health, 
Global Health degree from the University of Washington. 

Links 

audiology.org/about-us/academy-information/ 
academy-honors/paige-stringer

childrenwithhearingloss.org/
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We hope to see you in beautiful San Diego in 2021! 

June 24 – 26, 2021  /  Town and Country  /  500 Hotel Circle North  /  San Diego

SAVE
THE

DATE

Reminder About Membership Rates
• Both Regular and Online Memberships include 

all benefits of membership. 
• Regular Memberships include Hearing Life  

in print and digital format 
• Online Memberships include Hearing Life  

in digital format only.  

Special Membership Plan  
for New Veteran Members!
We are pleased to offer a special membership 
plan for veterans who have never been an HLAA 
Member, which includes a complimentary one-
year Regular Membership and a lifetime Digital 
Membership!

You can join or renew your HLAA membership and see a complete list of benefits online at  
hearingloss.org/make-an-impact/become-a-memberrenew.

If you have any questions email membership@hearingloss.org or call us at 301.657.2248.

Regular 
Membership 

Online 
Membership

Individual $45 $35
Couple/Family $55
Professional/Nonprofit $80             
Corporate $500
Student $25
International (Individual only) $55

Rates for a one-year membership in HLAA are as follows:

Membership rates were increased by the HLAA Board of Directors,  
July 1, 2019. Payments made at prior rates and multi-year memberships 
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Want to know more about  
hearing assistive technology?
HLAA is here to help.
These three short videos provide easy-to-understand information  
to help you maximize the benefits of hearing assistive technology (HAT):

• Technology in the Workplace
• Technology for Patients
• Technology for Leisure Time

Find these videos, made possible through a grant from the Consumer Technology Association Foundation, at 
hearingloss.org/hearing-help/technology.

Have a specific question?
HLAA also offers HAT HELP. Just email your HAT-related question to hat_help@hearingloss.org. Supervised 
volunteers—doctor of audiology graduate students from the University of Washington and Gallaudet University—
will answer your question with an email reply.

There are many technological solutions to help you live your best life with hearing loss.  
HLAA encourages you to use these resources to learn more.
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hearing aids cleaned or repaired due to moisture 

damage. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

 –Francine, OH

For more information call 1.888.327.1299 or visit www.dryandstore.com
Mention this ad or enter code HLAA10 at online checkout to save 10% on your order!
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nearby.
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dependability, and comfort today!
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S ue worked full time, was a single parent of two 
adolescents, and visited her infirm mother every 
Tuesday and Thursday for two hours and every 

Sunday for three hours. “But she’s never satisfied!” 
she lamented. “I’m doing my best!” She covered her 
face with both hands in squelched rage and despair.
 “I’m sorry, Sue, but frankly, I disagree. You’re  
not doing your best.”
 Instantly, she uncovered her face and daggers shot 
from her eyes. If looks could kill, I wouldn’t be alive to 
write this article. “What do you mean?” she finally asked, 
now showing more hurt than rage.
 “Why limit your visits to those three days? Why not 
add another day, two days? And why stop at two hours?  
Why not 2 1/2 hours, 3 hours, 3 1/2 hours? 3 hours 
and 45 minutes, 46 minutes, 47 minutes? You’re literally  
doing your best a nanosecond before you drop dead of  
exhaustion!”   
 Long pause. Slowly, she replaced her daggers with 
nodding her head as she realized my intent. We then 
discussed how she could demarcate a boundary between 
what she was willing and not willing to do for others, 
including her mother; how she could balance caring  
for herself and caring for others.  
 However, change is seldom that simple. Sue  
remained a self-proclaimed doormat. She was well  
trained by her mother to “put everyone first,” a refrain 
that also echoes a sexist cultural narrative that reinforces 
a woman’s role to one of nurturer. On the rare times she 
made a request of others, it was typically preceded by,  
“If it’s not too much trouble…” I learned that Sue had 
increased the time she spent with her insatiable mother, 
increased the time she spent at work—“My boss knows 
I’m a good worker so he asked me to finish a report  
that my co-worker was supposed to do”—and increased 
how often she caved in to the endless demands of her 
teenage children.  
 Moreover, her kids would often scream their de-
mands from another room which Sue couldn’t understand 
due to her significant hearing loss and to her “forgetting” 
to wear her hearing aids. “They would yell, ‘Merm frner 

mernferr brner fer.” In this case, her so-called “passive  
aggressive behavior” served as effective protective  
armor. After all, she couldn’t respond to the onslaught 
of demands if she couldn’t understand them. Similarly, 
she would sometimes “forget” to call her mother and 
feign sickness to avoid work.
 Although her psychological armor was often effec-
tive, its emotional cost was profound loneliness. We agreed 
that there must be a better, more direct way to protect 
herself: assertiveness and setting limits. Easier said than 
done. Months went by and every time Sue took a step 
forward, she was pulled at least two steps backwards. 
More loneliness ensued which led to depression and  
frustration. We both acknowledged that we were stuck.  
That was a month ago.
 Enter COVID-19. We were now having virtual, 
telehealth meetings since the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC) had issued a social distancing 
guideline that people should maintain at least six feet  
of physical separation from one another.  
 “Six feet is hard,” Sue muttered.       
 “What’s hard about it?” I impulsively asked, admit-
tedly a bit impatiently, even provocatively.  
 “It’s awkward, but of course, I’ll ask everyone to 
stay six feet away,” she responded, somewhat indignantly.  
 “If someone is stepping on your toes, would you 
ask them to stop?” came my rapid fire question as I 
leaned forward in my seat. Later, I would realize that  
I was becoming agitated, even a bit antagonistic.
 “Obviously!” More indignation. “What kind of 
question is that!” she shot back.
 “And what if they respond with ‘No, I won’t get 
off your toes, I won’t stay six feet away! It’s too much 
trouble?’” I shot back.
 Then, her tone abruptly shifted and she looked 
down in shame. She knew where this exchange was going 
and undoubtedly felt like she was being cross-examined. 
She was correct. I, too, felt ashamed and confused. Had 
our therapeutic alliance suddenly become adversarial?  
 That night, I awoke at 3 a.m., struggling to under-
stand what the heck was going on with me during our 

Averting the Dangers While  
Reaping the Benefits of COVID-19
B Y  M I C H A E L  A .  H A RV E Y
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session. Sure, I was frustrated that Sue held on so tightly 
to her doormat status and that we were stuck. But, as a 
therapist, you honor the fact that people change at their 
own pace; that it’s their right; and a therapist has no 
right to mandate a “change schedule.” She held on  
so tightly… Was I blaming her? Was I angry with her?  
I didn’t know it at the time, but she would help me  
figure this out at our next session.
 She logged on to the videoconferencing site 10 
minutes late, uncharacteristic for her. She looked hag-
gard, pale, distressed. I asked her how she was doing.  
She replied that she couldn’t get the pandemic out of 
her head, that it was always there, taking up all the space, 
sucking up all the air. Then, without really thinking,  
a question popped  into my head: “If the coronavirus  
had a voice, what would it be saying to you?”
 She needed no time to think of a response: “If you 
don’t take proper care of yourself, I’m gonna kill you.”   
 An ominous silence enveloped the room and we 
stared off into space, both of us going to a very dark 
place. I thought of my own anxiety living in this god-
forsaken pandemic, besieged by catastrophic “What 
if” scenarios for the past several weeks, particularly in 
the darkness of night. Then I took a deep breath and, 
perhaps in an attempt to instill hope, I looked back at Sue 
and said softly, “So you know what you need to do.” She 
made firm eye contact with me and nodded her head.
 And then I apologized. I told her what, of course, 
she already knew: that I, too, was on shaky ground  
with this “new normal” existence, that there’s a lot to  
be anxious about, but because I’m taking quarantining 
very seriously, I’m not fearful for my life (except at 3 a.m.  
and when I cough, feel my throat, am fatigued, etc.).   
I told Sue that I was terrified that she would allow the 
pandemic to kill her, and that’s why I “might have been  
a bit overbearing.” (She nodded her head and smiled).   
 After a pause, she looked more serious and said, 
“Mike, we’re all in this together,”
 “Hey, that’s my line!” We laughed.  
 It was good to see her strength emerge, although, 
like her habitual behavior, she was taking care of some-
one else—in this case, me! Then, I pointed out a self-care 
strength of hers that we hadn’t yet discussed. “You had 
once counted on your ears working properly, so much so 
that you took them for granted. They worked well until 
they didn’t. You didn’t succumb to denial and pretend 
your hearing was fine. Instead, you took a deep breath 
and took it upon yourself to march down to an audiolo-
gist and get your hearing tested. You grieved the diag-
nosis of bilateral, sensorineural hearing loss and garnered 
the strength and gumption to get fitted with hearing 

aids. Most people don’t do that! “I told her about the 
latest MarkeTrak 10 survey1 that approximately 66% of 
Americans do not seek treatment for their hearing loss.    
 We discussed that obviously there are several dif-
ferences between the coronavirus pandemic and hearing 
loss, but that, in both cases, it involves stages of grieving  
and taking appropriate steps to improve one’s quality of 
life. Again, I emphasized that most people haven’t taken 
that step. For the remainder of our meeting, we discussed 
what internal strengths she accessed in order to get her 
hearing loss diagnosed and treated: e.g., love of learning, 
pragmatic, brave, appreciation of life, ambitious, honest, 
responsible, and dedicated.” Now, she sat straight up in 
her chair, seemingly stronger. In psychology vernacular, 
we “thickened the narrative” of her resilience.  
 Days later, Sue renewed her membership to 
Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA) and had 
attended the webinars on coping with COVID-9. I asked 
my usual “Why now?” question. Apparently, she took 
this step after binge watching the news which terrified 
her. A common reaction. “At least, I’m part of a group 
of people like me,” she said. “I don’t feel so alone. But 
they seem so confident, so sure of themselves. I wish I 
could be more like them.”  
 I shared with her one of my favorite quotations: 
“Confidence is like a muscle, the more you use it, the 
stronger it gets” (author unknown). She nodded her 
head and I sensed she was mentally rehearsing various 
practice routines.
 Sure enough, she began our next session with a 
proclamation with her head up high and with a loud, 
clear voice: “Trying to make everyone happy has made 
me miserable. I’m not going to let this virus kill me. I’ve 
already told a couple of people to move back away from 
me and that’s the way it’s gonna be!”
 I virtually fist bumped her. “What did you say?”  
I asked. 
 “I was polite but firm,” she continued… “‘I told 
them to please move away to at least six feet!.”
 “You didn’t ask? Are you sure you did the right 
thing? What if you hurt their feelings?” I smiled.
 “Too bad.” She smiled back.
 “They may never get over it. They may ruminate 
about it for years, even decades, maybe forever.”
 “It’s their problem.”
 “What if they tell all their friends and family and 
social media about how unreasonable you are?”

1 MarkeTrak 10: Patients; Providers; Products; and  
Possibilities. February, 2020; Volume 41(1)  
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 “It’ll give everyone something to talk about and 
keep them busy.”
 Sue’s “coming out” wasn’t limited to social dis-
tancing. She had informed her mother that she would 
commit to visiting her once weekly on weekends, was no 
longer willing to work overtime, and told her kids to get 
a job, pay rent, and clean up after themselves. Then, she 
reported their reaction. “You know what they said to me?  
(I shook my head). They called me a ‘Bitch on Wheels.’”  
She exuded a proud, beaming smile and told me she was 
planning to stencil those three words on a T-shirt.  
 “You know, Mike,” she said. “It’s easier for men 
to be assertive. They’re not called ‘bitches’ like women 
are.  Women are taught that beauty is all about how you 
look and nurturing others. But it doesn’t have to be that 
way.” Then, she shared with me a quotation that she had 
recently found. “Coco Chanel, the fashion designer, said. 
‘Beauty begins the moment you decide to be yourself.’” 
  Sue continued to share her newfound insights. 
Prior to my writing this article in mid-April, Sue com- 
mented, “I could relate to many of the comments  
on the HLAA webinars you conducted.”

“Most of us with hearing loss are in a better 
position in these trying times than so many 
others on their best day. Maybe people with-
out hearing loss will know what’s it like to  
suffer from isolation. If situations become 
more restricting, I’m prepared for it. I’m 
ahead of the curve.”

“I am in self-isolation and have never felt so 
free. Listening to the birds, watching growth 
in the trees etc. Also smelling the flowers…” 

“Many times in the busy world, I have said,  
‘I wish the world would just stop or slow 
down, just for a little while! Now it has,  
and I can catch up and enjoy a certain peace.’” 

 Sue reported that she gradually rediscovered an  
inner peace as she slowly but surely stopped taking care of 
the world at the expense of herself. She also resumed her 
meditation practice. She laughed at how she meditated 
years ago but discontinued it because her life had become 
too stressful. She also related to the webinar, “Caring 
for Your Hearing Health During COVID,” presented by 
Kevin Franck, Ph.D. and HLAA board member, particu-
larly the principle that physical distancing need not imply 
social distancing. In fact, she had recently hosted a virtual 
dinner party with eight people from across the country.  

 Alongside her struggles to remain emotionally and 
economically afloat during this awful time that she des-
perately wished would end, Sue marveled that, in some 
ways, she has never been happier. Her reflection echoes 
that of Peggy Ellertsen, HLAA board member and a 
hearing loss management consultant who also has hear-
ing loss and had coronavirus along with her husband: 
“Both of us have a profound, newfound sense of wonder 
and gratitude for being alive and feeling well.”

Conclusion
To state the obvious, the COVID-19 pandemic has  
simultaneously induced an epidemic of fear and anxiety., 
Many of us fear for our lives and livelihood. Our essential 
priorities have shifted to a long list of survival mode tasks 
which doesn’t warrant repetition here. This article isn’t 
a Pollyanna attempt to make “lemonade out of lemons,” 
but rather to illustrate how both can co-exist, without 
one eclipsing the other. Averting the dangers of corona-
virus is the more obvious task and often demands center 
stage, but we also have an opportunity to reap its bene-
fits. In the case of Sue, this pandemic helped her improve 
the quality of her life in a way that months of psycho- 
therapy hadn’t.   

Michael A. Harvey, Ph.D., ABBP, is a 
clinical psychologist in Framingham, MA. 
His most recent books are The Odyssey of 
Hearing Loss: Tales of Triumph and Listen 
with the Heart: Relationships and Hear-
ing Loss, both published by Dawnsign Press. 
Feedback is welcome at mharvey2000@comcast.net. He 
recently conducted two webinars for HLAA entitled, “What 
Nelson Mandela and Others Teach Us About Coping with 
Coronavirus and Isolation,” (Part 1) and “Coping With 
the Coronavirus (Part 2), followed by a Q&A Exchange 
About What COVID-19 Has to Offer Us Beyond Hardship 
and Fear.”
    

Averting the dangers of coronavirus is  
the more obvious task and often demands 
center stage, but we also have an oppor- 
tunity to reap its benefits. In the case of  
Sue, this pandemic helped her improve the 
quality of her life in a way that months of 
psychotherapy hadn’t.
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Hello Ruth, this is 

Amy from Dr. Miller’s 

office. Just fine 

thanks. I’m calling to 

confirm your dentist 

appointment 

tomorrow at 1:30. 

Great. We’ll see you 

tomorrow.

Doctor, Miller
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